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ABSTRACT 

The great potential of computer-aided analysis 

coupled with the possibilities of large-scale integrated 

circuits will require continual development of basic build

ing blocks. This trend provides the motivation to define a 

class of network nonlinearities which is based on the two-

port group of linear devices with constant parameters. 

In this paper, the constant transfer parameters of 

the linear two-port are first replaced by nonlinear memory-

less transfer functions with additional properties of time 

invariance and single-valuedness as well as continuity and 

differentiability. From this general consideration, a whole 

host of ideal nonlinear two-port devices are theorized and 

definitions are given which are framed in a terminology 

closely resembling linear ones. Thus, while a negative 

immittance converter (NIG) is usually defined in terms of its 

A and D transfer parameters, the corresponding nonlinear 

device is referred to as an n-NIG or an n-AD device. Simi

larly, gyrators, ideal transformers, and controlled sources 

are so treated. 

- From these fundamental definitions the analysis 

proceeds in several directions in order to cover as broad a 

base as possible without getting into the mathematical 

x 
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intricacies of specialized response calculations. Driving 

port properties with linear immittance terminations are 

analyzed and it is shown how nonlinear R, L, and C response 

can be simulated. 

Consideration of stability leads to a review of 

absolute stability criteria where the positive real theorems 

are applied to the case of a device with added immittance 

parameters and terminations. In addition to these network 

interpretations of stability, brief consideration is also 

given to power, and a general approach to calculation of 

response through the aid of the so-called fast Fourier trans

form is proposed in the form of an algorithm. 

Extensions are then made in the original set of 

definitions of two-port devices that allow the nonlinear 

transfer function to include frequency dependent terms 

as well. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Introduction to the Problem 

It is the main problem or purpose of this research 

to introduce a set of nonlinear two-port devices along with 

some fundamental analysis based on their definitions. The 

reader perchance might wonder "why introduce new nonlinear 

devices when there are already so many which still need 

further analysis and development? A response to this is 

that both situations are necessary and are being acted upon 

at the present time in the field of circuit theory. It is 

the purpose of this introductory chapter to provide the moti

vation which leads to a particular set of nonlinear circuit 

devices, and to furnish an overview of the details of anal

ysis which follow. 

First of all, some nonlinearities are undesirable 

and often unavoidable, but clearly a large portion of cir

cuit functions in modern communications, computers, 

instrumentation, etc., require nonlinearities for proper 

operation. Also, it is reasonably safe to say the most 

significant inventions or accomplishments in the past use of 

nonlinear circuit components have resulted from a small 

amount of mathematical analysis coupled with large amounts 

1 
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of intuitive insight and experimentation. However, with 

the availability and increasing use of the high-speed digital 

computer by engineers, there has been an almost complete 

revolution of approach to nonlinear circuits. It is now 

entirely feasible through the use of large-scale circuit 

analysis computer programs, such as PREDICT, CIRCUS, SCEPTRE, 

etc.,"'" to get numerical answers to nonlinear design problems. 

Thus, if a suitable network configuration is available at 

the outset, a response calculation can be obtained quickly 

and efficiently. 

Another innovation that has also revolutionized 

electronics is the prevalence of medium-to-large-scale inte

grated circuits which permit whole circuit functions to be 

placed in small building block type of packages. The circuit 

or system designer can then choose from this variety of func

tions in order to accomplish some desired end. Thus, entire 

decade counters, memory cells, differential and operational 

amplifiers, gyrators, and many other functional devices are 

being produced in integrated form. 

Even more revolutionary is the prospect for the 

future. According to some recent trends in the field, an 

electronic circuit designer might use a design supervisory 

monitor system which then calls up different computer 

1. Refer to the Proceedings of the IEEE, Nov., 1967, 
special issue on computer-aided design, for general trends 
and discussion of computer programs such as these. 
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programs for analysis, design, or layout, with a library 

of stored designs available. This potential, when coupled 

with the possibilities of large-scale integrated circuits, 

will require continual development of basic building blocks. 

Thus, the study of two-port circuit devices continues in an 

expanding manner to fulfill this need. The specific area 

of nonlinear two-port devices is virtually unexplored and 

it is with this fact and the above considerations that the 

following work is presented. 

1.2 Definition of the Glass and Scope of the Analysis 

There are many ways to generate definitions which 

would represent essentially the same concepts. Here the 

motivation used to define a class of network nonlinearities 

springs from a two-port or two-terminal pair group of linear 

devices. The class is thus defined as follows: 

First recall that a complete set of two-port linear 

time-invariant networks can be defined in the time domain by 

the following generic set of equations: 

uld(t) = klluli(t:i + k12u2i(t:) 

u2d(t:> = k21uli<,:) + k22u2i(t) 
(1-1) 

The notations U££ and ^2± r®Pr©sent the dependent 

and independent variables at ports one and two respectively, 

and k^, k^» ^21' ̂ "22 rePresent constants with the conven

tional two-port subscripts. Note that six possible sets of 

two-port parameters could exist (Huelsman 1963, p. 57) when 
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voltage and/or current variables are assigned to the ports. 

Now, to define the nonlinear class, let either or ̂ 1 or 

both of these transfer parameters be replaced by correspond

ing nonlinear relationships. Furthermore, let each of these 

relationships between port variables always have the follow

ing properties: (1) it is time-invariant; (2) it is 

instantaneous (no memory of past or anticipation of future); 

(3) it is a single-valued real function that always has value 

zero at the zero point and is either exclusively phase-

inverting (sign-changing) or non-phase-inverting at the 

non-zero points in its domain; (4) it always has the physi

cally permissible analysis properties of continuity, 

integrability, differentiability, and in special cases, those 

of monotonicity, invertibility, boundedness, or analyticity. 

From this general definition a whole host of ideal 

nonlinear two-port network devices can be theorized which 

differ significantly from one another. The definitions are 

specifically stated in Chapter 3, and are developed in a 

terminology as close as possible to a corresponding set of 

linear ones. Thus, a particular nonlinear device would dif

fer from another one in a certain sense just as an ideal 

transformer would differ from a gyrator, or an NIC, or another 

type of two-port device. 

Starting with these definitions, there then arises 

the question of which way to proceed. This is exactly the 



the point where a great deal of care must be used in order 

to limit the scope of analysis. Although the class of non-

linearity employed is of the simplest type, very few circuits 

with nonlinearities are simple to analyze. From a practical 

point of view, one might proceed directly from the defini

tions to a circuit realization. However, the approach taken 

here is to formulate some general theoretical considerations 

which would then be of much more value for future develop

ment. Thus, the main emphasis throughout the entire work is 

to set a fundamental base in several distinct areas that are 

generally important in two-port networks. This results in a 

consideration of, for example, the driving-point and basic 

input-output relation nature of the devices as well as power 

gain, and stability. In complete analogy with linear two-

port devices, the memoryless nonlinear ones are subjected to 

conditions of immittance terminations and added linear param

eters external to the devices themselves. This results in 

complex nonlinear operations, which are studied to a certain 

extent. 

After a fair amount of basic theory is formulated, 

and some ideas for physical realization are presented, the 

definitions are then extended to cover a much wider class of 

two-port devices. This allows a unification with some of the 

existing theory of such linear two-port devices as the 

gyrator and NIC. 
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1.3 Organization of the Work 

The work begins in Chapter 2 with a survey of 

related background material. Here, the vast amount of avail

able literature has been selectively limited to that which 

is deemed most important or at least most representative of 

current endeavor in the nonlinear circuit analysis field. 

Only the basic concepts are given. The review includes 

methods of characterization of circuits as well as certain 

methods of analysis. An overall discussion of aspects of 

the survey is given in the final section. 

Chapter 3 begins with a definition of the basic 

nonlinear devices and follows through with analysis of the 

basic representations and two-port properties as were men

tioned in the preceding section. 

Chapter 4 is devoted primarily to stability and 

power gain analysis. Both the characteristics of the non

linear element and the input power are related to stability 

and this is shown. The emphasis is on the absolute sta

bility (defined in Chapter 2). A section is devoted to 

device realization problems. 

Chapter 5 contains extensions to the definitions 

and theory. 

Chapter 6 summarizes the contribution of the entire 

work and includes suggestions for future work in this and 

closely related areas. 



CHAPTER 2 

A SURVEY OF BACKGROUND MATERIAL 

2.1 Scope of the Survey 

General background material on nonlinear circuits 

began formulating about the middle of the last century, 

and this survey is not intended to be a complete coverage 

of this vast body of literature. Since the principal aims 

of this thesis are to define and to explore some new types 

of two-port network devices, it is apparent that at least 

some review of the general field would be significant in 

order to associate current trends with these aims. There

fore, this chapter does not represent prior work on the 

devices of this investigation, but instead consists of some 

selected or representative general background material. 

Approximately one-half of the survey is devoted to nonlinear 

circuit characterization. Not all of the background that 

is needed later on is included in this chapter, and not all 

that is included here is needed later on. The emphasis 

is thus to present some information that can be better 

understood or put into better perspective for comparison 

when it is collected together. This type of presentation is 

particularly well-suited for investigations in the nonlinear 

7 



circuit field, where a variety of approaches and methods are 

often used. 

2.2 Characterization of Nonlinear Circuits 

Just as the circuit designer often rearranges his 

schematic diagram until it presents the layout of components 

of the circuit in a more meaningful manner, the circuit ana

lyst often seeks new or different or more complete manners of 

characterization of his circuit. Recently, there has been 

much activity in characterization, and this section will 

show briefly the progress to date. The approach here is to 

illustrate earlier work by simple examples and then proceed 

directly to later work to show different approaches to 

characterization of very complex circuits. Emphasis is 

given to mathematical form of the representation and partic

ular results of very recent approaches. 

Early investigators such as Ayrton (1902), for 

example, restricted themselves to simple empirical descrip

tions of the static or DC characteristics of a two-terminal 

element. Simple functional equations of the type y = y(x), 

where y(-) is a single-valued function, suffice for approx

imation of static characteristics of many elements. As an 

example, the voltage across a nonlinear resistor is given 

by v = v(i); each value of the current i uniquely determines 

the voltage v, and thus it is often called a "current-

controlled" resistor. The static characteristics of "linear" 
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elements are thus approximated by the simpler functional 

equation y = kxt where k is the constant of proportionality 

between the terminal variables. 

Networks consisting of elements having character

istics that approximate single-valued functions are often 

represented by ordinary differential equations. Such 

equations can often be derived by simple applications of 

Kirchhoff's laws to the circuit. For example, the circuit 

of Fig. 1 is represented by the differential equation 

v = Lpi + Ri + v^(i) (2-1) 

where p = d/dt and v-^(i) is the terminal characteristic of 

the nonlinear element. As another example, suppose that the 

voltage across a nonlinear capacitor is given by vc = vc(q), 

where q is charge. This is an example of a charge-controiled 

capacitor. Now, if in the circuit of Fig. 1, the nonlinear 

resistor is replaced by such a capacitor, the resulting 

differential equation can be written as 

v = Lp2q + Rpq + vc(q) (2-2) 

First—and second-order differential equations can thus rep

resent many RLC series and parallel circuits with one 

nonlinear element. Vallese (1953) gives a number of examples. 

A more general one-loop circuit is shown in Fig. 2. For a 

network of this type, Vallese has given the differential 

equation in the form 

v = Z(p)i + vn (2-3) 
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cA/W* 

v1(i) 

Fig. 1. Series Circuit with Nonlinear Resistance 

O vCt) 

i(t) 

n 

Fig. 2. A More General Nonlinear Series Circuit 
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where Z(p) is a linear differential operator corresponding 

to the linear network and is the voltage across the non

linear element N. For example, if N is resistive, vn = 

vn(i). If N is capacitive, q = q(vn) and i = PQ = 

(dq/dvn)pvn. If N is inductive, /\ = A(i) and vn = p 7\. = 

(dP\/di)pi. A is flux linkage, q is charge, and it is 

assumed that the functions v^Ci), q(vn)» and A(i) adequately 

describe the nonlinear elements. 

The preceding have been examples of differential 

equations of circuits with only one response variable and 

one forcing function or input involved. Van Trees (1962), 

for example, notes a general form for fixed system elements 

described by nonlinear differential equations as 

PCx,px,p2x, ... prx) = p2(y,py, ... psy) (2-4) 

where x is the forcing function or input, y is the response 

or output, and p-^, p2 are functions. As he points out, these 

functions are often approximated by polynomials for any device 

with an output that is a continuous function of all the input 

state variables x, px, px, ... px. Equations of this type 

are typically in the form 

2 LL(p)x + N1(x,px,p x ) = L2(p)y + N2(y,py,...) (2-5) 

where L^, L2 signify linear differential operators (perhaps 

zero) and N^, N2 represent nonlinear continuous functions of 

the state variables. The purpose of including equation (2-5) 

is merely to illustrate an expected form of the type of 



representation involving a circuit response and excitation. 

Practical determination of the terminal characteristics of 

an element usually reveals whether or not the element is 

essentially continuous, and problems of discontinuity of 

value and derivative in descriptions of circuit elements can 

generally be avoided by a closer examination of the details 

of the characteristic in question. 

As an alternative to differential equation repre

sentation, the integral formulation may be used. For 

example, Leon and Anderson (1963) have given the form of an 

equivalent integral equation for the one-loop circuit of 

Fig. 2 as 

v(t) = (z(t)i(t- TT)dt + vn(t) (2-6) 
o 

This equation is valid for any arbitrary time-invariant 

linear circuit element with impulse response z(t), where 

v(t) is the applied voltage and v (t) is the voltage across 

the nonlinear element. 

Much of the preceding is adequate for representation 

of relatively simple circuits, of which many have engineer

ing significance. It is obvious, of course, that multi-loop 

and multi-node circuits result in sets of nonlinear differen

tial equations, perhaps with all the variables involved 

implicitly. However, the most recent approach to the char

acterization of more complex nonlinear networks is not to 

find implicit sets of higher order differential equations 

but rather to attempt to represent them as a set of first-
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order differential equations, often called the normal form. 

For example, a normal form of equation (2-1) is found simply 

by rewriting it as 

pi = -L""1Ri - L"Iv]_(i) + L"LV (2-7) 

Equation (2-2) can also be put into a normal form by first 

defining q^ = q, ̂  = Then, a normal set of equations 

is 

pqx = q2 

pq2 = -L_1Rq2 - L-1vc(q1) + L-1(v) (2-8) 

This set and similar sets of equations can be written in an 

abbreviated vector form as 

px = f(x,t) (2-9) 

where the components of the state vector x are a suitable 

set of state variables, f is a vector set of, in general, 

nonlinear functions, and t is included only when elements 

have characteristics that vary with time and/or when inde

pendent sources that vary with time are included. If t is 

not present in equation (2-9), then the system is called 

autonomous (Struble 1962, p. 34) and is written 

px = f(x) (2-10) 

Commonly, then, equation (2-10) represents the normal form 

for time-invariant networks with no forcing functions pres

ent. At this point in the survey, brief comment on the 

normal form is made. In some modern usage, x would represent 
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a set of state variables only if the normal form equations 

possess unique solutions. However, equations are often 

formulated in the form of equation (2-9) and it is often 

called the normal form regardless of solutions, provided 

that x represents a complete set of dynamically independ

ent variables (Ghua and Rohrer 1965). Stern (1966) uses 

this definition: "A set x of network variables will be 

called complete, if to every value of x, there correspond 

unique values of all branch variables." When the solutions 

exist, others may simply refer to the network as being 

"determinate" (Katzenelson 1966). It is common to refer to 

solutions of the equation f(x) = 0 as points of equilibrium 

or "singular points." 

The preceding paragraph has pointed out the general 

form of the desired representation and has provided some 

simple examples illustrating it. Next, some important 

results of recent contributions that deal with this normal 

form approach are given. The discussion will at first be 

limited to elements with only single-valued characteristics. 

It has been only recently that Bashkow (1957) and 

Bryant (1959) have represented linear networks in normal 

form. Liu and Auth (1963) were perhaps the first to rep

resent some nonlinear networks in normal form. The 

mathematical form of the linear representation is given by 

px = Ax + Br, where x is a state vector, r is the vector of 



input signals, and A, B are constant or time-varying matrices 

of coefficients. The state vector x consists of certain 

capacitor charges and inductor flux linkages. The simplic

ity of the form of the linear representation is somewhat 

misleading in the general RLC case, since many partitions, 

substitutions, and combinations of matrices are required to 

achieve it. For nonlinear networks, the situation is much 

worse, since if the normal form exists at all, it involves 

also possible solutions of implicit functions. The actual 

method used by Bryant in linear networks, and indeed by 

others that have since followed his terminology and method 

to a certain extent, is based on topological concepts (Seshu 

and Reed 1961) that aid in selecting a complete set of net

work state variables. In what follows, elementary network 

topological terms are used without definition.' 

To illustrate a very general approach* the method 

recently advanced by Stern (1966) is outlined next, where 

the representation px = f(x,t) is desired. As the first 

step, Stern assumes that the branch or element variables 

relationships are given by a set of, in general, implicit 

functions of the following type: 

=0 (L) 

fc(vG,gG,t) =0 (C) (2-11) 

—R^—R'—R'^ = -

where i^, and f^ are vectors representing, respectively, 



the inductor currents, flux-linkages, and functions which 

define the mutual constraints between them; similarly, for 

capacitors (C) and resistive (R) branches. Note that this 

includes nonlinear multi-terminal time-varying elements. 

Next, a network tree is chosen by Bryant's method. (This 

method is not given here since it does not enter into the 

following discussion; it is a method of assuring an inde

pendent set of equations through a construction of a network 

tree in a specified way.) The construction of the tree 

results in a fundamental loop matrix B, and a cutset matrix 

Q. 

7; FJ = 

I aa 0 0 : Fad 0 0 

B = [ 7; FJ = 0 x b b 0  ;  Fbd Fbe 0 

0 0 Igi Fge Fge F 

The fundamental cutset matrix Q is then Q = • Here, 

B is, as usual, a matrix of only ones and zeros, I and I-

subscripted are identity matrices, superscript t represents 

transpose, and the subscripts are present in order to identify 

the elements of the tree as arranged by the method of Bryant. 

Now, with v the vector of partitioned branch voltages and i 

that of currents, then Bv = 0 and Qi = 0 are merely expres

sions of Kirchhoff's laws. Next, using the partitioned 

matrix B, state variables are defined by Stern as the linear 

combinations (2-12), where c^, £a ^g» 2^ correspond to 

branch, chord charges (chord, branch flux-linkages): 
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Thus, <a = Sd - ^adSa 

and a= ĝ*Fgh-h (2"12) 

where then,.x is the column vector consisting of £ and A. 

This set of network variables is not unique since it depends 

on the particular network tree used. This choice or set of 

state variables is complete, according to Stern, if and only 

if all the element equations and all the remaining equations 

of the restraints from Kirchhoff's laws possess unique solu

tions for all branch variables in terms of 3, A, and t. No 

conclusions can therefore be reached from the general form 

of the element equations. Only in special cases can even the 

normal form equations be written without inversion of implicit 

equations. Finally, if it is now assumed that the chosen 

state variables actually are a complete set, and hence all 

branch variables are given as unique functions of them, then 

the remaining step is to take the time derivative of the 

linear equations of the state variables and substitute appro

priately for the subscripted variables. This is a relatively 

simple step involving only linear substitutions. The final 

set of equations is then in the desired normal form 

pa - + FgdIga.« 

p* = - FgdSd(a.t) 

where 1^, ̂  , E^, Ee, represent the vector functions obtained 

from the required implicit solution. In the same work, Stern 

also includes some special cases where the entire general 
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procedure may be carried out. 

The preceding method of Stern was mentioned pri

marily because it is so general and thus illustrates many 

of the features that are characteristic of all methods. The 

disadvantage of this general method is that it is not known 

at the outset whether or not the normal form exists. In an 

important work, Desoer and Katzenelson (1965) have stated a 

method of forming a network tree in such a way that the net

work response or solution exists, is unique, and is defined 

by a set of normal form equations. They include R, L, C 

elements and independent sources and also specify exactly 

which element characteristics must obey Lipschitz conditions 

to assure uniqueness of solution, but rule out entirely 

nonmonotonic voltage-controlled capacitors and current-

controlled inductors. (A Lipschitz condition on an element, 

for example a current-controlled resistor, v = v(i,t), is 

given by the requirement that for all i, i^, and t 

| v( i,t) - v(iL, t)| < h(R,t) | i - i^ (2-13) 

where h(R,t) is defined and positive for R positive.) They 

also give a general expression for the differential equations, 

where the capacitive state variables are now nonlinear com

binations of capacitive tree branch charges; similarly for 

the flux linkages of the inductive chords for links of the 

tree. Solutions of implicit equations are again required in 

general to eliminate the proper variables, but in this instance, 
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the solutions are assured. They point out also that the 

dimension of the state vector is the same as in the linear 

case: (The number of independent initial conditions) = 

(the number of reactive elements) - (the number of independent 

capacitor-only tie-sets) - (the number of inductor-only 

cutsets). 

All of the preceding approaches, that actually 

result in a network differential equation description, apply 

to networks whose branch elements have a terminal description 

that is represented by a single-valued function, although not 
* 

necessarily always one-to-one. There are many common ele

ments, iron-cored inductors for example, that do not admit, 

even statically, a terminal description by a single-valued 

function. Circuit designers have circumvented this by a 

number of ways in this particular case. For example, the 

effect of the power loss due to hysteresis loops is repre

sented by a resistor, and the characteristic is then 

approximated by a single-valued curve or even linearized 

(Puchstein, Lloyd, and Conrad, 1954). When a complex multi-

valued element is used in a circuit, the description of the 

circuit can often be represented in linear segments or 

piecewise-linear (Cunningham, 1958, pp. 66-67), as it is 

called. Of course, single-valued functions can also be 

linearized in a similar fashion and often are, particularly 

in large signal switching circuits (Millman and Taub, 1965). 
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These approximate methods of characterization of nonlinear 

multi-valued elements work reasonably well for simple circuit 

configurations, where their effects are relatively well-known 

and isolated. However, complex networks of multi-valued 

components continually defy good representation. 

The only general and systematic approach advanced 

recently that deals with multi-valued components is that of 

Chua and Rohrer (1965). They treat only unicursal elements. 

These are, in intuitive terms, two-terminal R, L, or C ele

ments which have their terminal description represented by a 

curve that can be traced over any bounded domain of the plane 

in a single, continuous, and finite stroke. This obviously 

includes a lot of possible characteristics, but will not, as 

they show, even include the possible characteristics repre

sented by two tunnel diodes in series. Figure 3 shows 

representative unicursal type element characteristics, and 

Figure 4 shows their example of possible characteristics of 

two tunnel diodes in series. The mathematical representation 

of the unicursal elements is a parametric one, with arc 

length being one possible convenient choice as a parameter. 

A unicursal resistance element thus has a parametric repre

sentation v = v(x), i = i(x) with the x the parameter. A 

principal part of their work includes a set of necessary and 

sufficient conditions for the existence of the normal form 
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v 

Fig. 3. Typical Unicursal Characteristics 

/A ^ 

v 

( z )  

Fig. 4. Possible Characteristics of Tunnel Diodes in Series 
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for a general network containing unicursal elements and others 

which are single-valued as well as unicursal. It is stated 

that chord-capacitances must be voltage-controlled and tree-

inductances must be current-controlled. This alone implies 

single-valued functions and hence the network cannot be 

entirely a completely general unicursal one. There are again 

present the usual difficulties of dealing with nonlinear 

implicit functions of several variables. They give a pro

cedure for deriving the normal form, which is again based on 

Bryant's procedure for linear circuits. They point out that 

the normal form may not exist, and since they have given 

necessary and sufficient conditions for its existence, nothing 

can be done about it; some alternate approach is needed. 

All of the preceding approaches have been ones that 

led primarily to a description as a set of nonlinear differ

ential equations with the variables involved implicitly. 

There is an entirely different viewpoint based on an approach 

to derive an explicit relationship between output and input 

variables. This is often referred to as a functional or 

functional operator approach. Volterra was the first to 

investigate functionals around the turn of the century. 

Epstein (1962, p. 76) points out that it is proper to call 

functions which associate a scalar to each element f of a 

vector space "functionals," while functions which associate 

with each element f an element, are called "operators." 
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Thus as examples, F Cv(t)^ = $v(t)dt defines a functional 

f—' C t ^ and = \ Qv(x)dx defines an operator. As a practical 

circuit example, the DC characteristics of a nonlinear resis

tor is given by the relationship v = r(i) where r(») is a 

function. r(«) can also be called the operator that changes 

the function i into v or a functional that provides a scalar 

value of v for each scalar i. Now, if the same relationship 

above holds true when i varies with time over a certain 

linear space of time functions, then v(t) = r(i(t)) and r(») 

can be called the operator that changes each function i(t) 

into a v(t) function. 

Engineers often use linear operators in the form of 

transfer and immittance functions. In Laplace Transform 

notation, I(s) = Y(s) V(s) where Y(s) is an admittance func

tion between I and V. In operator form, 

i(t) = Y(p)v(t) = ^y(t- t)v( tr^d'C (2-14) 

where Y(p) is the linear admittance operator that produces 

an output current function for each permissible input vol

tage function. Similarly, let H^(p) be a general linear time-

invariant operator. Let x(t) be the input and denote 

HL(p)x(t) by VLt*<t5] . Then the total output, y(t), is 

y(t) = hQ(t) + /£/]_0<(t)} (2-15) 

where hQ(t) is the zero-input response (it is zero in (2-14) 

by the definition' of an immittance function). A block diagram 

of (2-15) is shown in Fig. 5. An extension of this diagram 
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x(t) y(t) 

Fig. 5. Linear System Block Diagram 

' x(t) y(t) 

i 

Fig. 6. Block Diagram for the Nonlinear System 
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to nonlinear systems is shown next. 

The original work by Wiener (1942) and others (for 

certain other references, refer to Section 2.4) has dealt with 

the problem of characterizing general nonlinear systems and 

also with various applications and properties. The only part 

of all the work that is repeated here is the representation 

that is now used often, and is perhaps the most useful. This 

is the Volterra series. It is also called functional power 

series, series of functional operators, and functional series. 

The following form is after Liou (1963): y(t) = h (t) + 
OO oo ° 

^hL(t-T)x(t)dT h2(t-T1,t-T2)x(T1)x(T2)dt1dT2 + 
r ° °  r  (2-16) 

+ )""») hn(t_Tl' • * * 't"Tn)x(Tl') * * *d rn +'*' 

where y(t) is the output and x(t) is the input. If 

^ ^ hn(t-'C1,...t-tn)x(TL)...x(Tn) oltj..-tn (2-17) 

^—Y\—^ 

is defined as ̂ /nj>!:('t)} » then the block diagram of Fig. 6 

applies, where then the output is 

y(t) = hQ( t) + + —+%G{;(t0+ 

This form of representation has disadvantages. The 

operators may be difficult to determine, and there is also 

lack of complete knowledge of the applicability of the rep

resentation in complex systems. It does have the advantages 

of an explicit relationship between input and output and the 

fact that systems can be combined readily. It also offers a 

basis for system synthesis throxigh specification of operators. 
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As a remark of summary, it is pointed out that in 

recent work there exists a trend toward characterization of 

complex circuits by sets of differential equations, perhaps 

primarily to aid in their study by electronic digital com

puters, and that, almost simultaneously, some of their 

general properties are also being studied by the use of non

linear operator representations. Although an approach to 

characterization is generally connected to an approach to 

analysis, advances in one area will often suggest changes of 

emphasis in the other. After some discussion of analysis in 

the next three sections, further comment will be made on 

representation in the final section of this chapter. 

2.3 Analysis of Nonlinear Circuits 

The preceding section has outlined the principal 

approaches and methods that lead to a mathematical repre

sentation of familiar types of nonlinear networks. It was 

shown that adequate mathematical representation can be quite 

a formidable problem. Even more difficult is the problem of 

finding analytically a number of useful features of a non

linear circuit, whether through actual approximate solutions 

of describing equations or by qualitative studies of them. 

It suffices to remark here, that nonlinear circuits can 

exhibit, among other features not common in those which are 

linear and time-invariant, limit cycles which are oscilla

tions of fixed amplitude and period, subharmonics of input 
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signal, completely different types of response with different 

excitations, and synchronization phenomena. From the survey 

of methods of characterization, it is clear that, at least, 

mathematics of functions of one or more variables, differ

ential equations, functional and operator methods, numerical 

analysis, topology, and approximation may possibly be involved 

in analysis of networks represented. This section contains, 

however, only a few general engineering-oriented references 

to analysis, along with some comment on their extent. 

Cunningham (1958) has supplied an engineering text 

with much bibliography and a number of analytic techniques 

that are primarily not intended for use with large-scale 

computer facilities. Ku's (1958) control engineering book 

has an extensive bibliography (735 references from 1860 until 

about 1957) and a number of circuit examples that illustrate 

graphical and analytic techniques, particularly in graphical 

phase space analysis. The very recent comprehensive intro

ductory book by Stern (1965, 594 pages) contains much material 

on nonlinear networks as represented and studied from the 

viewpoint of a set of first-order differential equations, 

and it also has an extensive, chapter-by-chapter bibliography. 

Since it is recent and comprehensive, further comment on it 

is now made. This book has methods that are fairly widely 

applicable and reasonably close to the current state of the 

art. It includes, to a limited extent, piecewise linear 
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analysis, numerical solution of differential equations, 

properties of differential equations, stability analysis by 

methods of Lyapunov, geometric and graphical methods in 

second-order systems, and analytic techniques on periodic 

phenomena. It does not mention the important Popov cri

terion on stability that is included in Section 2.5 of this 

chapter. Stern also, in the interests of scope, intentionally 

does not include any material based on input-output char

acterization using operators of functionals. There is 

apparently no general reference book at present on nonlinear 

functional operator methods in nonlinear circuits. Vulikh 

(1963), Kantorovic (1952), and Kolmogoroff and Fomin (1957) 

are mentioned here primarily as mathematical references on 

functional analysis. A number of special references on oper

ator methods are included in the next section of this chapter. 

Except where noted, the above general references 

include a number of useful techniques as well as sources to 

further information to aid in the analysis of nonlinear cir

cuits. It has not been the intent here to present details 

of method. Even a special case can involve an extraordinary 

amount of detail. 
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2.4 Functions and Nonlinear Operators 

In the section on characterization, the necessity 

of dealing with implicit functions was frequently mentioned. 

Also, the viewpoint of an operator representation was given. 

This section is devoted to some specific aspects of analysis 

that apply to networks characterized by functions and opera

tors. All work in this section and, in fact, in the following 

sections and chapters of this work is now restricted to time-

invariant networks unless otherwise specified. The background 

on implicit functions is given first. Vector notation is 

used again for conciseness in presentation. 

Implicit Functions. It is usual in linear time-

invariant resistive networks, to deal with n-port equations 

of characterization of the form 

v = Ri (2-19) 

where v and i are column n-vectors or matrices representing, 

respectively, voltage and current variables at the ports, 

and R is a constant matrix of resistive parameters. In 

nonlinear networks that are time-invariant and also resist

ive in nature, the above simple linear relationship now 

becomes a nonlinear one of the form 

v = r(i) (2-20) 

where, network characterization permitting, r( • ) is at 

most a vector-valued function of the vector variable iL. 

In conjunction with functions of this type, Stern (1965, p. 

34) defines an inverse function: 
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Definition 2.1: Given the function y = f(x) where x and y 
are n-vectors. A function f is called an inverse of f xf 

(a) x = f"' Tf(x)) for all x 
and (b) y = f(f"' for all y. 

The inverse is unique when it exists. The following theorem 

applies when x and y are each a 1-vector and thus _f is simply 

a scalar function of one variable: 

Theorem 2.1: If a (necessarily single-valued) function f 
is continuous with continuous nonzero first derivative on a 
closed interval (a,b), then f maps (transforms) (a,b) onto 
a closed interval (c,d) and has a unique inverse function 
f"1 , which is also continuous with continuous first deriva
tive on (c,d). 

The proof of this theorem is given in Buck (1956, p. 211). 

A more general constant parameter network matrix is 

the so-called system matrix. If a linear constant parameter 

n-port network has a representation at all, then it must at 

least be in the form of a system of linear equations of the 

type (Su 1965, p. 342): 

NU.i)1 = QN]| l3L 
s o (2-21) 

where N is an n x 2n system matrix and v and :L are vectors 

of port variables as before. Likewise, if a nonlinear net

work of this resistive or hybrid type has a mathematical 

description as a set of functions, then it must at least be 

in the general implicit form 

f(v,i) = 0 (2-22) 

where f represents a set of n functions. In fact, 

equations of this type were shown to be the starting point 
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in setting up more complex network representations (as in 

Equation 2-11 of Section 2.2). Given this general form, it 

is often desired to solve for some of the port variables in 

terms of others. For example, (2-20) is a resistive form 

that might be found by solving (2-22) for v. Alternatively, 

perhaps the conductive form (i = g(v)) or some hybrid form 

is wanted. For a single implicit function of two variables, 

g(x,y), where g(x,y) = 0 for x = Xq, y = yQ, the following 

fundamental existence theorem is given and proved by 

Sokolnikoff (1939, p. 425): 

Theorem 2.2: Let x be any real value of x such that: 
(a) g(x,y5* = 0 has a real solution y , that is, 

g<* >Y ) = 0; ° 
(b) g(x,y), regarded as a function of two variables 

x and y, is continuous and has continuous partial derivatives 
g ,g in some region R enclosing the point (x ,y ); 
X 7 (c) gy(x ,y ) = 0; ° ° 
then g(x,y) = Crcari be solved (theoretically) as y = f(x) in 
the neighborhood of x = x in such a way that y = f(x ). 
Moreover, the solution is°unique and is such that y = £(x) 
has a continuous derivative in the neighborhood of x = x 
which is given by the formula ff(x) = ~gx/gy- ° 

Note that Theorem 2.2 is valid only for a local region of 

the point xo,yQ. A more general local theorem, that applies 

to sets of simultaneous functional equations, is given and 

proved by Sokolnikoff (1939, p. 430). It is here paraphrased 

concisely in vector notation: 

Theorem 2.3: Let the set of equations represented by 
g(x,£) = 0 have a real solution x , £ so that g(x ) = 
£. If the members of j£(x»£) are continuous with cSntSnuous 
first partials in some region R of the space enclosing x , £ 
and the Jacobian l3g>3£>x)/ I ^ 0 at » Z » then ° 
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may be solved (theoretically) in a neighborhood of x , % as 
x = f(^) such a way that x = f(y ). Moreover, tRe solu
tion is unique and the function f ari8 its first partials are 
continuous in the neighborhood of XQ, £ . 

This theorem applies to local inversion of functions of the 

type 2, = writing them first in the implicit form 

g(x>z) = f(x) - y = 0, and then noting the conditions for 

solvability of x from Theorem 2.3. There are additional con

ditions whereby a function is not only locally one-to-one 

or invertible, but also throughout an entire region. One 

condition, namely, that the region be simply-connected, is 

given in Buck (1956, p. 221); another is given by a theorem 

in Stern (1965, p. 574). These conditions and actual methods 

of solution of implicit equations are not considered here. 

Stern (1965, Chapter 2) has provided an introduction to a 

number of methods of solution, such as, iteration by con

traction mapping, Newton-Raphson, steepest descent, and 

analog computer. 

The nonlinear functions representing the relation

ships between port variables, for example, Equation (2-20), 

can also be interpreted as nonlinear operators. (A simple 

example was given in Section 2.2.) A selected background on 

nonlinear operators is given next. 

Nonlinear Operators. Representation of nonlinear 

circuits by a series of functional operators was introduced 

in Section 2.2. Here, further background on the theory and 
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application of the functional series approach is given. 

First, a historical summary that includes most of the domi

nant work, primarily in systems analysis, is presented. 

Volterra seems to have conceived the idea of crea

ting a general theory of functions which depend on a 

continuous set of values of another function, and first 

published it in 1887 (Volterra 1959, p. 7 of Biography). 

Wiener (1942) first applied the functional series to the 

study of a nonlinear electrical circuit problem, where he was 

concerned with computing the output moments of a detector 

circuit with a random input. Wiener (1958) again used this 

representation in canonical form studies of nonlinear sys

tems. Bose (1956) also investigated the canonical form 

problem and made improvements on Wiener's model. Brilliant 

(1958) was concerned with the validity of the functional 

representation and found that systems satisfying a' certain 

continuity condition could be represented. Smets (1960) 

used analytic functionals and emphasized series of finite 

degree in analysis and synthesis of nonlinear systems. 

George (1959) developed an algebra of systems represented 

by the functional series and investigated transforms of the 

kernels of the series representation. Zames (1960) intro

duced the concept of functional iteration to feedback 

problems and discussed general nonlinear operators. He 

defined a system's input-output relation as y = where 
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^/"is simply a nonlinear operator that provides output 

functions for input functions. He used the functional series 

as an example of a representation of a nonlinear operator. 

Other investigators (Van Trees 1962, 1964; Barrett 1957; Liou 

1963; Smith 1966) also extended the theory of the functional 

series representation and gave control system applications 

in analysis and synthesis. Schetzen (1965a, measurements; 

1965b, 1965c) reported on work performed earlier on the 

measurement of kernels of a nonlinear system of finite order 

and on synthesis of kernels. Recently there has also been 

a number of articles appearing which have dealt with appli

cations of functional analysis to systems characterized by 

general operators. These will not be mentioned specifically, 

as in this work only relatively simple aspects of the func

tional series representation are used. However, the viewpoint 

of a general nonlinear operator is kept whenever convenient, 

and the functional series is used to illustrate it. 

The operator terminology and methods used by Zames 

and others is now presented and explained. First, the nota

tion expressed in the following equation is equivalent in 

meaning. 

y = 2/[x] = (2-23) 

The operator %/ is single-valued when the physical system it 

represents generates one, and only, one output y for each 

input x. If d and are general operators, then the 
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equations 

y = (j<4 + ̂ )[x3 = ( 5^ + $ )*x = ^ *x + ,$ *x 

y = (^"0 ) [xj = A Cx3 = (d13 )*x = *xg*x 

y = jtfL-SDCl] = ( * 4 * 8 ) * x  =  / * £ * x  

(2-25) 

(2-26) 

(2-24) 

define, respectively, a summation, a multiplication, and a 

cascade operation. These are illustrated in Fig. 7, and 

they are self-explanatory. 

often and are now presented using the terminology just 

introduced. 

Definition 2.2: A memoryless operator corresponds to a 
system whose output at any time depends entirely on the input 
at that time. It can be specified by its graph. 

Definition 2.3: A linear operator corresponds to a. system 
for which cascading following summation is distributive. 
It is identified by the subscript one (e.g., 2/-^) • 

Thus if /V^is a linear operator, /&/]*(. }4 + = 

W-̂ A + where and 3̂ are arbitrary operators. 

Linear operators can be represented by superposition integrals. 

Definition 2.4: A time-invariant operator corresponds to a 
system whose input-output relationship does not change with 
time so that any time shift of the input produces an equal 
time shift of the output. 

Thus, if y(t) = 2/£c(t)], then y(t+t) = 2/^x(t+t)3 for all 

time shifts t . It is well-known that linear time-invariant 

operators are commutative in cascade. Thus if d^ and 

are such operators, A-1*^1 = #]*?/]_. Such an operator is 

identified appropriately in the functional series expansion 

Zames defines some special operators which are used 
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Summation: y = ^ "x 

Multiplication: 

Cascade: 

x 
* 

Fig. 7. Basic Combinations of Nonlinear Systems 
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of equation (2-18) by the subscript one and is represented by 

a convolution integral. An identity operator is defined by 

= x and a zero operator by = 0. The inverse opera

tor of , denoted by A , is defined as follows (Liou 1963): 

Definition 2.3: ^ is the left inverse of ^ if , 
and is the right inverse if = >J? . If = & , then 
the operator has inverse jj-l . 

The preceding general definitions and operations apply 

equally to operators represented by the functional series. 

Cascades of continuous memoryless nonlinear systems with 

linear systems are of particular interest in this work. 

George (1959) has investigated combinations of such systems 

and has developed an algebra to facilitate combining opera

tors representing these and others as well. A number of his 

rules are summarized and listed in Table I using the pre

ceding definitions and also some new terms that are explained 

next in conjunction with the functional series. 

In particular, the functional series denoted by 

y = 2/l + W2 + + ̂ m (2-27) 
I i 

is said to be of order or degree m. %J is called an m 

order operator since ^/m£k*Q = km̂ m[x] for constant lc where 

tti tin x is input. Thus, combinations of m and n order systems 

in cascade, etc., give rise to possibly higher degree systems 

as indicated in Table I. Also, the continuous memoryless 

operator is denoted by 7^ and expressed in polynomial or 

power series form as 

7L - #L + + 7/t5 + ... + 7fm + ..,(2-28) 
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Table I 

SYSTEM OPERATOR ALGEBRA 

Summation {A +13 )*x 
+ -13 

+ ( & + £ ) 

4 m + # n 

^*x + ^*x (definitive) S-1 
2 

(^ + -o&) + £<_, 3 
(n and m deg.) 4 

Mult. 0413 )*x 

^ (Tg£ ) 
A < # + £ ) 

^ m^n 

(^*x)(#*x) (def.) M-l 
2 

(rf-#)( 6) 3 
4 

<^m + n (de§ree is m+n> 5 

Cascade 

Note: 

(^ *#)*x 
ri *(;£ *<g ) 

.«/ + )* £ 
*£ 

m ^n 
*•£ 

A  * ( - &  + &  )  
^,*3, = 

 ̂L*( ̂  * <£ j" = 

= A*&*x (definitive) C-l 
= (^ *# )*£ 2 
= (^ *£ ) + (#*£) 3 
= (V )(#*£ ) 4 
= i mn (degree is mn) 5 

^ *>*/ 

"•+ 

Identity (<=# ) nĴ *x = x (definitive) 
Ss? * 5̂  = jz/ 
^ * J = rf 

1-1 
2 
3 

Zero (<2? ) CV *x 
0 + d 

0*pi 

= 0 (definitive) 
= A 

= 0 
= 0 

Z-l 
2 
3 
4 

Inverse (/4~^") A ~ ^ * A  

A "J-
(rf "L)_1 

Jt 

-J 

j4 

V-I 
2 
3 

Memoryless C?Lj) 7/-*^ = d- = j4 L-l 



An ̂  operator following in cascade to an operator 

results in the repetition of the operator i times: 

^ i M = nix3" (2-29) 

where n^ is a constant. Thus, 

71 = n i(^)1*x (2-30) 

Cascades such as o£= ̂ 2*^ ̂ t l  are difficult to deal 

with since the operation is not distributive. However, a 

cascade operation such as if= 5^*( + P/3)* simplifies 

immediately to <££= $1 + p4-^*X3*^1 because of the 

linearity of and Other more complicated cascades 

are possible, but are not detailed here. George gives a 

number of examples and develops a Laplace transform method 

to aid in handling them. He also shows a technique of is

olating particular kernels of the expansion (e.g.,;^)* 

Schetzen (1965a) demonstrates a method of measurement of 

them. More detailed background on specialized aspects of 

the functional series is introduced as it is needed in the 

remainder of the work. 

2.5 Some Stability Definitions and Criteria 

This section is concerned only with the stability 

of autonomous systems described by equations of the form 

px = f(x). In particular, a few definitions of different 

types of "stability" are given, and the Popov criterion 

is presented. In this section, all but the last definition 
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and theorem on stability are taken from Stern (1965, Ch. 8). 

The first two definitions are attributed to Lyapunov (1893). 

Definition 2.6: Consider a solution curve x°(t) generated 
by an initial condition x°(t0) = r, and a neighboring 
solution curve x(t). The solution, x°(t) is stable if for 
any £>0, there exists a S>0 such that if 
}|x(t0) - x°(t0)||<5, then Hx(t) - xo(t)l(<8 for all t > tc 
(tHe notatTon, JjxH > represents the usual norm of a vector 
x)(Stern 1965, p. 555). If x°(t) is not stable, it said 
to be unstable. 

Definition 2.7: The solution x°(t) is said to be asymptot
ically stable~if it is stable, and if in addition 

= 0 

These definitions are very general. In many cases only 

the stability of a singular point x°(t) = x° = constant, 

is desired. However, suppose x°(t) is a solution of the 

equation px = f(x). By making the change of variable 

£ = x - Xq> the equation p£ = f(^ + x°(t)) = JG(t,^) is 

obtained. Since g(t,0) = 0 for all t, the equation for 

P£ now has singular point at the origin. Without lack of 

generality, the definitions and theorems can be applied 

to a singular point at the origin. The solution corres

ponding to the origin is called the null solution. Thus, if 

in the equation px = f(x) the origin is a singular point, 

then the null solution may be considered directly. Another 

definition of stability is frequently used: 

Definition 2.8: A system is said to be completely stable 
if for anj["soTution x(t) , Lim (t) _ 

t-*oo" • ~~ 
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This type of stability is also known as asymptotic stability 

in-the-large (A.S.I.L) and global asymptotic stability (G.A.S). 

It is a strong condition that applies to the system, not 

individual x°(t) solutions, and implies that the origin is 

the only singular point of the system. 

At this point, it is convenient to include a theorem 

that applies to a linearized version of px = f(x). The method 

of linearizing is not given here, but the form of the re

sulting equation is indicated in the theorem. 

Theorem 2.4: Given the equation p^ = + r(^) where r(jr) 
is of the order of the norm of If all the eigenvalues 
of the matrix A have negative real parts, then the origin 
is asymptotically stable. If at least one eigenvalue has 
a positive real part, the origin is unstable. 

The well-known Routh's criterion may be applied to the char

acteristic equation of the matrix A to determine presence 

of positive real part roots. 

Now, in order to present the connection of the pre

ceding with the Popov criterion, consider the following 

special form of the equation px = f(x): 

px = Ax - bf(cfcx) (2-31) 

where b, £, are constant vectors, 

f(0) = 0, (2-32) 

0< (f(ctx)/(ctx)) <: k, (2-33) 

and the characteristic equation of matrix A has only left-

hand plane roots (it is thus often referred to as stable). 
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Rewrite (2-31) in operational form as [pI-A]x = -bf(cSt), 

— L t and consider the equation x = -fpI-A^ ~ bf(c x) • In it, 

let tf*(t) = ctx( t) . Then, CT'(t) = -£** Jlp-A] ~̂ bf ( cr( t)) . 

Define -c" [Ip-A]" as G(p). Then, 

G(p)f(cr(t)) + </(t) = 0 (2-34) 

is an operational equivalent to (2-31) which is called 

the principal case (all negative real part roots.to the 

characteristic equation of A). If G(p) in (2-34) is re

placed by G(p) + g/p where g>0, then the equation 

(G(p) + g/p)f(<r'(t)) + o'(t) = 0 (2-35) 

represents the differential equation of the simplest 

particular case (a pole at the origin). 

One additional stability definition is needed. 

Definition 2.9: If the system represented by (2-31) is 

completely stable (G.A.S.) for any f(«) in the sector 

(0,k) given by (2-33), then the system is absolutely stable. 

The next theorem is the Popov criterion (Higgins 1966, p. 24): 

Theorem 2.5: For the principal case of (2-34) to be abs

olutely stable in the closed sector (0,k) and for the 

simplest particular case (2-35) to be absolutely stable in 

the semi-closed sector (0,k) including k, it is sufficient 

that there exist a finite real number/3 such that for all 

real<«>£0 the following inequality is satisfied: 

Re(l + j/3«)G( jc*>) + l/k>0. 
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2.6 A Remark on the Survey and the Remaining Work 

This chapter represents the accomplishment of one 

of the objectives of this thesis. The first part of this 

survey reviewed some of the background material on char

acterization of nonlinear circuits. Simultaneously, although 

not mentioned in the chapter since no similar prior work was 

found, the literature was reviewed so as to obtain prior 

references on the specific types of devices which form the 

central object of this thesis. 

The material of this chapter has reviewed the two 

main approaches to nonlinear circuit characterization; by 

sets of first-order differential equations and by nonlinear 

operators. Noticeably lacking in the literature is a 

systematic accounting of nonlinear operator references, and 

as a result, a large set of references are included to help 

alleviate this need for future researchers. 

In nonlinear circuits, as in other engineering 

disciplines, interpretation is perhaps the most important 

part of manipulative or theoretical endeavors, and it often 

proves beneficial to change from one type of representation 

to another. Thus, the input-output or operator viewpoint 

is used primarily, but is supplemented at times by differ

ential equation characterization. 



CHAPTER 3 

A SET OF NONLINEAR TWO-PORT DEVICES 

3.1 Introduction 

The preceding chapter provided a survey of circuit 

characterization and collected together some of the back

ground material for the remainder of this work. As mentioned 

in the INTRODUCTION, this chapter now defines a set of two-

port devices and proceeds to explore some of their properties. 

While it is generally true that the remainder of the work 

gradually increases in specialization of content with each 

succeeding section, the overall viewpoint of selectively 

examining certain properties of the various devices is main

tained. Thus, the treatment of somewhat different topics is 

balanced in each section in order to avoid devoting a large 

amount of space to the details of a particular problem of a 

device. 

The definitions are presented in the next section 

along with some elementary relationships. Following this, 

Section 3.3 includes a number of important functions and 

derivations for the first device group. Section 3.4 con

tains primarily a number of driving-point properties for the 

nonlinear ABCD devices, while Section 3.5 demonstrates a 

possible filter application of a nonlinear device. 

44 
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3.2 Definition of the Nonlinear Devices 

A generic set of equations for a class of linear 

two-port networks was given by (1-1) of Chapter 1, and a 

description of a certain kind of nonlinearity was intro

duced. Here, that type of functional nonlinearity is used 

in a number of definitions where prescribed voltage and 

•current variables at the ports replace the generic variables 

of Equations (1-1). Also, the conventional notation of 

parameters (z, y, h, g, ABCD, A~BCJQ ) is used here, but in 

a more general functional sense. For example, g2^("), A(*) 

represent nonlinear functions, while g2^> A represent linear 

ones (constant parameters). The device definitions are pre

sented and are followed by further comment on some of the 

implications of the definitions and by some interrelationships, 

First, nonlinear controlled sources are defined by 

the following group of four sets of two-port equations. The 

common abbreviations for ideal linear controlled sources are 

prefixed by the small letter n to indicate that they are in 

general nonlinear. 

Group 1: 

i, = 0 
n-VCVS L (3-1) 

v2 = g21<vL) 

v, = 0 
n-CGGS L (3-2) 

X 2  =  h 2 1 ( 3 - l *  
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i, = 0 
n-VCGS L (3-3) 

i2 = y2i(vi) 

vL = 0 
n-CCVS L (3-4) 

v2 = z21(il) 

The remaining definitions use the terminology of the ABCD 

parameters and are referred to collectively as "nonlinear 

ABCD devices." The next three groups of definitions include 

ideal transformers and linear immittance converters as spe

cial cases, and therefore use similar abbreviations. A 

number of fundamental features of linear devices based on AD 

parameters is given by Huelsman (1965). 

Six nonlinear positive immittance converters or 

transformer-types of devices are defined by the following 

sets of two-port equations, where a linear function (constant 

parameter) is enclosed in parentheses in order to distinguish 

it from a nonlinear function. 

Group 2: (A and D functions have like signs) 

+ v, = -A(v9) v, = (-A)(V9) 
1 . z n-IG2- L * 
iL = (-D)(-i2) i1 = -D(-i2) 

(3-5) 

n-IC3i 
v-ĵ  = -A(V2) 

iL = iD(-i2) 

It is clear that all of the above types become identical 

when the A, D functions are both linear. For example, if 

A(») = D(*) =1, the 1:1 ideal transformer results. 
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Similarly, nonlinear negative immittance converters 

can be defined. The next two groups of definitions define 

nonlinear voltage and current types of these devices. 

Group 3: (Voltage) 

v, = -A(v0) v, = (-A) ( v_) 
n-VNICl 1 ^ n-VNIC2 L * 

iL = (D)(-i2) i1 = D(-i2) 
(3-6) 

n-VNIG3 
= "A<V 

= D(-i2) 

Group 4: (Current) 

v-I = A(V9) v, = (A) (v9) 
n-INIGl L * n-INIC2 1 ^ 

iL = (-D)(-i2) iL = -D(-i2) 

(3-7) 

n-INIC3 
vL = A(V2) 

IX = -D(-I2) 

The placement of the signs to the A and D functions 

has non-trivial significance. The significance of the signs 

for linear devices is clearly pointed out in Huelsman (1963, 

Chapter 4). For example, if in the n-VNIC3 device, -A(-) =-A 

and D(*) = 1, then an ideal linear voltage-inversion negative 

immittance converter results (VNIC). Although negative signs 

have not been given explicitly in the definitions of the non

linear controlled sources, it is clear that phase inversion 

is allowed. This was included in the definition of the 

allowed nonlinearity as introduced in the first chapter. 
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The definitions of the next two groups of devices are based 

on the B and G parameters and use the abbreviation GYR (for 

GYRATOR) in their terminology. 

Group 5: (B and G have like signs) 

. v, = -B(-i9) . v, = (-B)(-i ) 
n-GYRl- 1 , ^ n-GYR2-

iL = (-C)(v2) iL = -C(v2) 

(3-8) 

V1 = -B(-i«) 
n-GYR5-

iL = -G(V2) 

Group 6: (B and G have opposite signs) 

v-, = +B(-i_) v, = (+B) ( -i_) 
n-GYRl+ ^ n-GYR2+ L A 

iL = -(C)(v2) iL = Ĉ(v2) 

(3-9) 

v, = +B(-i0) 
n-GYR3+ L z 

It can be.seen, for example in the n-GYR3^ device, that if 

B(*) = 1/G and C(») = G, then the linear gyrator with 

gyration conductance G results. Again, signs are specified. 

Thus, in all of the defined nonlinear devices the functions 

s t rd are used in a positive reference (1 , 3 quadrant) sense, 

and specified negative signs indicate phase inversion. 
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Except for the nonlinear controlled sources, the 

preceding groups of definitions generate new types of 

"ideal" nonlinear two-port devices which are now further 

studied. It should be emphasized that although linear 

expressions such as "nonlinear negative immittance converter" 

have been used in the introduction of a device, the device 

is in general not an immittance converter, but is instead a 

nonlinear two-port which contains the linear one as a spe

cial case. 

In order to present a more compact picture of the 

definitions, they are abbreviated in Table II and presented 

in the form of matrices. A matrix representing a device has 

been entered under its proper function-parameter heading. For 

brevity, only the third type of each ABGD device is listed. 

In order to show some other information, the condi

tions for the existence of the solution of the implicit 

variables are assumed (Theorems 2.1-2.3) and the allowed 

matrices are included in the table. The inverse of a function 

has been denoted by the superscript minus one. Signs are 

included and must be observed when the appropriate port var

iables are used in the matrix. For completeness, Table III 

lists matrices of devices based on the use of reverse 

parameters. 

All of the devices thus have been defined on the basis 

of functional relations between the port variables, and the 

definitions have used linear terminology where convenient. 
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In the remaining work, it is frequently convenient 

to use the abbreviation n-CS for nonlinear controlled source, 

as well as the specialized definitions given in group 1 (e.g., 

n-VGVS for nonlinear voltage-controlled voltage source, etc.). 

Also, the nonlinear ABCD devices are referred to occasionally 

as the "AD" or as the "BC" devices when the respective func

tions are used. For example, the entire group of ABCD devices 

contains the AD or n-IG and n-NIC devices which in turn con

tain the n-IC3; n-NIC3; etc.; these in turn contain the 

defined n-IC3-; n-VNIC3, n-INIG3; etc. The notation "n-NIC" 

represents either n-VNIC or n-INIC. Finally, in almost all 

of the derivations which follow, the functions A(-), B(«), 

etc., are used in their positive reference (1 ,3 quadrant) 

sense. However, as in the case of Tables II and III, certain 

results are presented with signs given in order to relate the 

information directly to the definitions. 

The definitions of this section have been expressed 

in terms of memoryless functional relationships between the 

port variables. As such, they merely imply constraints 

between the variables involved, but do not indicate how these 

constraints are physically realized. This problem is con

sidered briefly at the end of the next chapter. The following 

section is devoted entirely to properties of the n-CS ' s with 

added constant parameters. 
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3.3 Nonlinear Sources and Added Constant Parameters 

The effects of added linear constant elements on the 

properties of the ideal controlled sources are now examined. 

First, the analysis employs a generic form of two-port equa

tions for the forward group of ideal nonlinear controlled 

sources that have added constant parameters. 

uld = klluli + k12u2i 

and u2d = k21(uLi) + 2̂2n2i 

where ̂ l^O represents the nonlinear controlled source, 

and k]_2» ^22 rePresent t*16 added constant parameters. 

This is essentially the same notation of Equations (1-1), 

and the correspondence to the definitions of Group 1 and the 

z, y, h, and g sets of constant parameters is obvious. 

Linvill and Gibbons (1961, p. 238) have employed similar 

terminology. 

These added parameters complicate presentations 

similar to those of the controlled sources in Table II, and 

a complete explicit formulation for all possible cases here 

cannot be given. However, it can be noted in general that 

exchange of the variables u^ with requires an inversion 

of k.22_(*), and exchange of ^2i ŵ t̂ L u2d r®sPect;i-v'e-

ly requires the solution of an implicit equation. The n-CGCS 

example of Figure 8 illustrates the point. Other cases are 

similar in form. 
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"h22h21(,) 

h12h22 

h 
-1 
22 

hiivi 
. h2L<h"uv].-hUh12v2)-fl:t22v2 
(Not separate entries) 

hllh12v2 
T̂: 

H 

lll 

h2i(•) 

12 

22 

(Not explicit) 

ABCD 

, hllh21(l2"h22V2^'<'h12V'2 , 

, h 21^ X 2" h 22 v 2^ , 
(Not separate entries) 

A1Z&IQ 

112 h12hll 

h22h12 h22h12hll+h21(" 

Fig. 8. Explicit Solutions for an n-CCCS with 
Added Constant Parameters 
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The driving-point and input-output or transfer 

functions of the n-GS's with the above added parameters and 

constant terminations are now defined and derived. Generic 

port variables are employed, and Table IV lists a number of 

such variables and defines other desired explicit functions 

(e.g., u]_cj(û £^) which are similar to those used in linear 

circuits. However, the associated terms, (e.g., rep

resent the more general implicit functions of the two 

variables involved. The notation ug(j indicates a source 

variable that has the same physical character as 

Through the use of the definitions and the following 

set of equations, a (possibly implicit) solution can be 

obtained by a substitution and elimination process. 

The driving-point and transfer functions which result are 

uld = usd " Msuli " klluli + k12u2i 

u2d = "^i = k21(uli) + k22u2i '21 li 

(3-11) 

uld = klluli ~ (3-12) 

M o (3-13) 

K dd* (3-14) 
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Table IV 

VARIABLES AND FUNCTIONS USED WITH NONLINEAR 
CONTROLLED SOURCES 

Parameters or 
Functions k z y h 8 

Port 
uLi 2i B 2  H X1 

V2 
il 
x 2  

Variables uld 
u2d 

V 1  
V2 % i1 X2 

H 
v2 

Source and 
Load 

U • —UI . 
ui31 Ll 
"Li K vs 

VL 
is 
VL I S  

XL 

Variables usd 
uLd 

v
s 

is usd 
uLd 

o  
VL h. h. 

o  
VL 

Source Immittance M 8 R s G s R s G s 
Load Immittance "L «L GL gL *L 

Input Driving-
ULDCUU) Point Function ULDCUU) M± 

Output Driving-
Point Function u2d(u2i> M o 

Transfer or 
Gain Functions 

u2dSusd* 
u2i<usdJ id 

u2d 
U2i 

<uLi> £di 
( U l l )  K - i  
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Kid! u2i • E^mr k2i I "t," X211 
-1 

k22 + 

k22 + 

-1 

Kdi: u2d = k22 + k21 (3-16) 

Kii: u2i = k22 + Mj^ k21 ̂ U]Lij (3-17) 

These general equations are now applied to a couple of 

examples. 

Example 1. An ideal n-VGVS is terminated in load resistance 

ohms and source conductance Gg mhos and is driven by a 

current source of i amps. Find the driving-point and transfer-s 

functions of Table IV. 

In this simple example, all functions are explicit: 

M. : l 0 

M : o i2(v2): 0 

Kdd: Wv V2 = 

Kid: M V 5  12 = 

Kdi: . v2(vl): V2 = 

K. .: 3.X i2( vL): ro
 II 

'21 s' s ~ L 

* EJ] s21(:ls/'GS) ="iL 

= VL 

• 5£ «21(V1) = -h. 

Example 2. An n-VGVS with added constant parameters is 

terminated in a load resistance of ohms and a source con

ductance of G mhos and is driven by a current source of i s s 

amps. Find M.̂  MQ, KDD, K±D, KDI, and KIJL. 
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These functions are found by simple substitution of the 

appropriate variables and parameters into Equations (3-12) 

to (3-17) respectively: 

g12g21(vl) 
Mi : H = gllVl " g22 + ̂  (3-18) 

M- : v2 = g22X2 + g2l|gi;L + Gsj (3-19) o 

i + Sl2 v 

Kdd: v0 = „ ^ p g01( f 2 | (3-20) 

Kid: *2 = R, g2l| ̂  1 <3"2I> 

Kdi: v2 = g22 + ̂  g21(vl} (3"22) 

g22 + «L 

-1 
g22 + 

«L 

Kii: x2 = g22"+ g21(vl* (3~2 

This example thus illustrates a typical case where the 

driving-point and transfer or gain functions of a linear 

constant parameter network are modified through the action 

of the constraint of a nonlinear controlled source. The 

Equations (3-18) to (3-23) place in evidence the effect of 

the nonlinearity and its relationship to the parameters. 
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The next step that is taken in this study of non

linear controlled sources and added linear elements is to 

change the point-of-view slightly and introduce an approach 

that is based on a method of linear circuit analysis devel

oped by So (1965). So's idea was to extract certain elements 

from the network and consider the equations of the resulting 

network separately. Since it is apparent that the extrac

tion of the nonlinear elements will permit linear operations 

on the remaining part, this procedure is performed here and 

is first applied to a simple derivation of an implicit input-

output relationship. A generalization then follows. 

Consider the network shown in Figure 9 where the 

nonlinear controlled source is considered apart from the 

linear network as shown. Let the linear (possibly hybrid) 

matrix equation of the linear part be given by 

al~ C11 c12 C13 c14 bl 

a2 C21 C22 °23 C24 b2 

a3 C31 c32 c33 c34 b3 

a4 °41 C42 C43 C44 b4 

where port variables are as indicated in Figure 9. For 

example, let a^ be the output with b^ = 0, and' let the input 

be a£. Then, since a^ is constrained at zero, the network 

equation can be reduced to the following: (°32 ̂  
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aL, b 1 

o 

a2' b2 

o-

Linear Constant 
Parameter Network 

with Matrix a3' b3 ! 

A 
a4* b4' ! 

T 

a3 '= 0 I 
I 

n-CS 

k21 b̂3^ 

Fig. 9. Extracted Nonlinear Controlled Source 

Linear Constant 
Parameter Network 

with Matrix 

n-CCVS 

~Z12 

RL+Z2J, 

I 
I 

Fig. 10. Extracted n-CCVS with Special 
Circuit Matrix 
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C13 " C12 c 

C23 " C22 c 

'33 

32 

'33 

32 

C14 " c12 c 

°24 " C22 c 

'34 

32 

:34 

32 

C43 " C42 c. 
'33 

C44 ~ °42 c. 
'34 

(3-25) 

'32 32 i 

For brevity, the elements of the preceding coefficient 

matrix are redefined to those in the following equation: 

C1 c2 

c3 c4 

°5 °6 

(3-26) 

Since a^ = l^-^bj), the elimination of variable b^ allows 

output a^ and input a-2 to be expressed in terms of b^: 

(c6 / 0) 
c0cc c0 

(3-27) 
CjCp c« 

al • (C1 - * 4k21<V 

C,C|- C, 
a2 " <°3 " -S7>b3 + 4k21(b3^ 

(3-28) 

These equations can now be used in principle to eliminate 

b^ and thus express a^ in terms of a^ explicitly. Also, b^ 

can be varied directly through its allowable range and the 

corresponding values of a^ and noted and related graph

ically. The next example shows a relationship to a transfer 

function of a two-port containing an n-GCVS. 
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Example 3. An n-CCVS is extracted from a two-port network, 

thus leaving a constant parameter network with matrix as 

shown in Figure 10. Find the functions implied by Equations 

(3-27) and (3-28). From the hybrid matrix equation for this 

network, Equation (3-26) takes the following form: 

vl 
• 

1 
o
 1 

13" 

12 
= -1 0 14_ (3-29) 

V4 0 *L + Z22 

Since v^ = Equations (3-27) and (3-28) become 

respectively 

Vl = Z21("V 

12 = _a"3 

The desired explicit transfer relation is therefore 

V1 ~ + z22 z21(l2) 

This is the same as (3-16) with prescribed z2]_(*) function 

and Ztl2» z22' Rs' anĉ  Parameters• However, it 

should be pointed out that this example employs the nota

tion implied by Equations (3-27) and (3-28), and thus v^ 

represents output, while i2 represents input. Except for 

this minor change in notation, the equivalence to (3-16) is 

evident when the parameters correspond. 
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The final consideration of this section involves a 

general case where m ideal nonlinear controlled sources are 

extracted from a given two-port. The remaining network is 

thus a linear constant parameter n-port, where n = 2m + 2. 

It is desired to find the relationships between the given 

two-port variables. Let the linear part be expressed as a 

hybrid matrix equation: 

*"E ! F! B 
-.i 

G ! H D 

A 

G 
(3-30) 

where 

4 " 

B] = 

°] • 

bl 

b„ 

2m 

»] 

' 2m 

= the column matrix of dependent variables 
of the given two-port, 

= the independent variables of the given 
two-port, 

= the n-port's dependent variables correspond
ing to the extracted n-GS's dependent 
variables with constraints c,=c,=.c ,=0, 

1 3 2m-1 

= the n-port's independent variables corre
sponding to the n-CS's independent 
variables, 

and the constraints produced by the n-GS's are given by 
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j] = [k] * D] = 

"o 0 0 0 o" dl " 

xk21(') 0 0 0 0 
2 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 2k21 (•) 0 0 
» 
1 

* 

0 0 - - - k0,(• m 21 > [ d! 2m_ 

(3-31) 

(the asterisk denotes a nonlinear operation) 

The substitution of (3-31) into (3-30) results in 

A 

0 

E ; F 

G I H - K* 

(3-32) 

The desired relationship is that between matrices 

and Bj. Therefore, a solution for D] is needed. D] is in

volved implicitly in 

[G] B] = - [H] D] + [K] * D] (3-33) 

The solution for D] is found by inverting this set of 

nonlinear equations. The matrices f-H) and fk] are added and 

redefined asjH^J for convenience. Then, 

[G] B] = [Hk] * D] (3-34) 

The solution for Dj is given formally by 

D] = [Hj -1* [G] B] (3-35) 

Since, Aj = [£j BQ + £FJ D] , the desired two-port function is 

A] = [E] B] + [F][Hk "L]*[G] B] (3-36) 
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Some brief overall comment is now given to the 

results of this section. First, the preceding approach pre

sents the rudiments of a method for obtaining the equations 

of a two-port when it contains one or more. n-CS's. Clearly, 

when prescribed functions are used in the n-CS's, there are 

sets of implicit equations to manipulate or solve. Although 

in the case of one n-CS, graphical methods can often be used, 

it is almost always necessary to resort to computer methods 

(as indicated in Chapter 2) in order to handle complex 

implicit equations. 

Second, a number of observations can be made on the 

singlettwo-port n-CS with added constant parameters. The 

simplicity of using the defined port representation for an 

n-CS is clear from Figure 8. Also, Equations (3-12 to 3-17) 

point out the influence of finite valued, though linear, 

input and output immittances for the n-CS's. They also show 

that the effect of the linear reverse transfer parameter 

is important since if it becomes too large, then it tends to 

destroy the character of the n-CS. (The obvious example is 

linearity through the use of negative feedback.) 

Finally, it should be pointed out that all of the 

equations in this section have been given in their algebraic 

or functional form. Clearly, they should only be used with 

the same type of engineering approximations that are given 

to similar types of constant parameter linear equations. 
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3.4 Transfer and Driving-Point Properties 

This section involves a consideration of the ideal 

nonlinear devices primarily when they are terminated in 

general linear immittances. Network characterization by the 

nonlinear operator approach that was introduced in Chapter 2 

is used in order to present, explicitly, transfer and 

driving-point properties. First, the nonlinear operators 

that represent the transfer properties of the nonlinear con

trolled sources are determined. Then, operators are found 

for the driving-point functions of the nonlinear ABGD devices. 

Finally, several important special cases are explored. 

sources are now found. Only one typical case is detailed, 

and the remaining ones are then listed in tabular form. Some 

of the notation of Section 3.3 is again employed, but is now 

combined with the use of the input-output functional operator 

notation which was given in Chapter 2 as 

Therefore, the desired set of operators are defined by the 

following set of equations: 

The transfer operators for the nonlinear controlled 

y(t) (3-37) 

(3-38) 

(3-39) 

(3-40) 

u21(t) =%Lt [uu(t0] (3-41) 

For example, 7Crepresents the operation between the source 
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variable (ug(j) and the independent variable (u^) P°rt two. 

A typical case is illustrated by the ideal n-CCVS. 

The time-domain equations of this device are given as 

v, C t) = 0 
(3-42) 

v2(t) = z21CiI(t)) 

The use of (3-42) and the conventional port terminations as 

indicated in Figure 11 allow the various transfer operators 

from input to output to be expressed by the following 

equations: 

K dd 

^ id 

^di 

7C XX 

v2(t) = z21( Yg( p) Vg(t) ) (3-43) 

i2(t) = -YL(p) Z21( Yg(p) vs(t) ) (3-44) 

v2(t) = z21( iL(t) ) (3-45) 

i2(t) = -YL(p) z21( ix(t) ) (3-46) 

Clearly, the operator for example, is expressed by the 

cascade of the memoryless operator z2̂ (•) following the 

linear admittance operator Y (p). Others are similar. Trans-
s 

fer operators for all of the nonlinear controlled sources 

with similar types of terminations are listed in Table V. For 

brevity, the differential operator symbol p is omitted from 

the immittance operators. Also, a dot (•) is inserted to 

indicate the placement of the proper input variable. For 

example, the operator which represents 7^^ in the above 

typical case is written as ~ylz21 ŷ
s"^* (Thi-S cascade can 

also be written as ĵ L* %j* or <f LJ>21 (ĵ J. ]"]][ 

where J^"S are •'-inear aru* ̂ 21 memory êss •) 
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iL(t) 

Ys(p) = 1/Zs(p) 

i2(t) 

o— n-GCVS 

v (t) 

YL(p) = l/Zj/p) 

Fig. 11. An n-CGVS Device with Terminations 

iL(t) i2(t) 

Vl(t) 

Nonlinear 

ABCD 

Device v2( t) Z2(P) 

or 
Y2(P) 

Fig. 12. A Nonlinear ABGD Device with 
Immittance at Port Two 
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Table V 

NONLINEAR TRANSFER AND DRIVING-POINT OPERATORS 

Nonlinear Controlled Sources: Transfer from Port 1 to Port 2 

Group 1 n-CCVS n-VCCS n-CCCS n-VCVS 

'fdd a21CYs° y2i(zs-) h21(Ys,:) S21(V> 

*id -YL*21(V> •V21(ZS'' -YLS21(ZS-) 

T^di z 2 1 ( - )  y 2 1 C - >  h21( •) 

Tiii -YLz21( '5 ~ZLh2l/' •* -YLS 2I(•> 

Nonlinear ABCD Devices: Driving-Point at Port 1 

Group 2 Type 1 

^RT-3 -A(-Z2D-1' 

-DY2A ~1(-• 

Groups 3,4 

Group 5 

Group 6 

iAC+Z^jD'1-

+DY2A_1(I-

t0Z2B-1(t-

-B( +Y2C~L* 

+CZ2B_1(-' 

Type 2 

-AZ2D-1(- • 

tD(tY2A"L-

iAZ2D"L(+-

+D(iY2A"1-

tBY2C'L(-

-C(-Z2B-1, 

^BY2C"1(+-

+C(-Z2B-:L' 

Type 3 

lA(Z2D_I(i 

tD(Y2A-1(i. 

-A(Z2D-1(+ 

+D(Y2A"1(T. 

-B(Y2C~L(-• 

ic(z2B"1(i. 

-B(Y2C~1(+ 

+C(Z2B'L(t. 

Linear 

AZ2D 

DY2A -1 

-AZ2D 

-DY^ 

-1 

-1 

BY2C 

CZ2B 

-1 

-1 

-BY2C 

-CZ2B 

-1 

-1 
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Example I. The function an n-CGVS is interpreted 

as an operator and specified as /£ = It is 

desired to find the current i2(t) at port two of the device 

when the load termination there is Y^Cp). The source at port 

one is v (t) with source impedance Z (p). From Table V, it s s 

is clear that the operator 7C^ is involved, since the output 

is the independent variable and the source variable has the 

same physical character as the dependent variable of port 

one. The output is expressed as the operational equation 

The use of the specified memoryless operator and 

from the table allow to be expressed explicitly as (for 

convenience letters t and p are omitted) 

i2 = -YL*^*YS*vs 

= -Yl*( l̂ + 7f3)*Ys*vs 

The definition of and the use of operator algebra allow 

further simplification to the following: 

*2 = -YL*<nlWn3(Vvs)3> 
- (3-47) 

= "nlWvs " 'jVVV 
Clearly, the functional series expansion of 7C^ in this 

example involves only two terms, the first, or linear term 

and the third order term. Thus, 
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The driving-point operators for the nonlinear ABCD 

devices are now defined, determined, and investigated. First, 

a short discussion of the definitions is given. Consider the 

ABCD device of Figure 12. For linear examples of this device, 

there exists a driving-point impedance operator (abbreviated 

DPZ) or a driving-point admittance operator (DPY) at port 

one. In operational notation, the DPZ is expressed in the 

equation 

vL(t) = Z(p)i1(t) (3-48) 

where Z(p) is the DPZ. Clearly, Laplace Transforms may be 

used here, and thus V^(s) = Z(s)I^(s). For the nonlinear 

devices, the relationship between v-^(t) and i-^(t) is now 

nonlinear and can be expressed as a nonlinear operation. For 

example, 

Thus, the operator could be thought of as a "nonlinear 

driving-point impedance operator" and abbreviated DP /̂, 

where the script capital letter indicates the presence of a 

nonlinearity. Therefore, the operators in the equations 

vL(t) = ̂  £*•]_(t)j (3-49) 

and iL(t) =^-jjL(t)j (3-50) 

are determined for all of the ABCD devices when the general 

configuration of Figure 12 is used. As in the case of the 
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nonlinear controlled sources, only typical cases are detailed. 

The remaining ones are then tabulated. First, consider the 

equations which define the devices with nonlinear AD param

eters (Groups 2-4). For convenience, the functions are 

first used in their positive reference sense. Thus for a 

type 3 nonlinear AD device, these equations are 

v^(t) = A(v2(t)) (3-51) 

iL(t) = D(-i2(t)) (3-52) 

(With positive signs, these represent an n-IC3 device,) 

From the configuration of Figure 12, it is clear that the 

voltage v^(t) is given operationally as 

v2(t) = -Z2(p)i2(t) (3-53) 

From (3-52) the current -i2(t) can be expressed in terms 

of i]_(t) through consideration of the inverse of D(*). Thus, 

when D~^(*) exists, 

-i2(t) = D_1(iL(t)) 03-54) 

The substitution of (3-54 and (3-53) into (3-52) yields 

the desired DP^" equation: 

Vl(t) =̂ [il(t)] = A<z2(P)D"L̂ ii(t>^ (3-55) 

Similarly, a DP^ equation is derived and is given as 

il(t) =̂ [Vl(t)] = D(Y2(p)A_1(vL(t))) (3-56) 

The desired DP^" operator is thus the cascade of memoryless 

operator D""^"(*) followed by Z2(p) and then memoryless A(*). 



The operator ^ is also similarly identified as the cascade 

D(Y2(p)A-L(-)) (3-57) 

In the previous derivation, it is evident that 

either A(*) or D(*) must be invertible in order for a DP 

operator for at least one of these devices to exist. Also, 

only if bothA(«) and D(«) are invertible. Since 

continuity and differentiability were assumed for the type 

of nonlinearity that is considered in this work, it is only 

necessary to require that it also possess continuous nonzero 

slope over a certain range of voltage and/or current in 

order to satisfy the requirements of Theorem 2.1, and thus 

insure the invertibility of A(•) and D(*). Physical con

siderations require that saturation must eventually occur in 

a practical device. Therefore, at least one function in the 

device must be kept within its non-saturating range in order 

to insure a unique inverse and the existence of one of the 

DP operators. 

From the preceding discussion, some of the implica

tions of the definitions of the type 1 and type 2 devices 

(where one linear parameter is retained) become evident. 

Clearly, it is only necessary for a constant parameter to be 

nonzero in order for the corresponding linear function to 

possess an inverse. Also, it is often convenient to let a 

constant parameter be unity (e.g., v^ = (A)(v2) = v2). More 

of the implications of the definitions on the DP operators 
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are explored later in a number of special cases. However, 

next, a comment is made on the BG devices. 

Most of the preceding discussion applies equally as 

well to the BG or Gyrator-types of nonlinear devices (Groups 

5-6) when the functions are reinterpreted to B(») and C(«). 

For comparison, the DP operators for an n-GYR3+ device are 

identified in the equations 

vL(t) = p-^(t)J = B(Y2(p)C"1(iL(t))) (3-58) 

il(t) = = C(Z2(p)B~1( v2(t))) (3-59) 

For example, the operator in Equation (3-58) is similar 

in form to that of the AD devices (3-55), except that the 

voltage which is produced at port one is controlled by the 

admittance operator at port two instead of impedance. This 

point is clarified when the two pair of nonlinear functions 

involved have the same form. Let 

B(•) =RA(«) = , (3-60) 
O d 

c_1(-) 5 R0D_1(-) b(«), 

and R = 1 ohm. Then, if a current is applied to port 

one of either device which has Z2(p) = l/Y2(p) connected at 

port,two, the voltage which results at port one is either 

= > â(Z2(p)/ b̂(i1(t))) (AD device) 

or vL(t) = a(y2(p) ̂b(i]_(t))) (BC device) 

Clearly, the output v'-^(t) is controlled by Z2(p) in one and 

by Y2(p) in the other. 
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The DP^- and DP^ operators for all of the groups 

of nonlinear ABGD devices with immittance operator termin

ations at port two have similar derivations, and thus they 

are all listed in Table V below the transfer operators for 

the ideal nonlinear controlled sources. The remaining work 

of this section explores special cases where certain rela

tionships exist between the functions, and where specified 

types of terminations are used. 

Nonlinear resistance can be obtained easily with 

linear resistance termination. Consider an n-IGl with resis

tance R.2 at port two. The DP equation at port one is 

V]L(t) = A(D'LR2iL(t)) (3-61) 

This equation then represents the equation of a nonlinear 

resistance, which is in the form v̂ (t) = (R, 0L̂ (t)J . An 

n-IG2 device gives a similar form of nonlinear conductance, 

iL(t) = D(A'LG2vL(t)) ' (3-62) 

Negative versions of (3-61) and (3-62) are provided by the 

n-VNIGl and n-INIC2, respectively. 

Example 2. Specify A(•) as ln(• + 1) and D as 1 in an n-IGl 

device. Then, with at port two, 

vL(t) = ln(R2iL(t) + 1) = ^.{i1(t)J (3-63) 

When i^(t) is furnished as an input ramp of current of posi

tive or negative unit slope, then the functional characteristic 

of CL is given by v^(t) until saturation in the device or the 

end of the ramp occurs. 
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As a special case where certain relationships exist 

between the functions, consider the n-IC3 device. Let the 

D-function be the inverse of the A-function: D( •) = A~^"('). 

Also, let A(-) possess odd-order symmetry so that A(- •) = 

-A(-). Then, the nonlinear immittance operators at port one 

are given by 

"fr lz vl^ = A(Z2(P)A(i]_(t))) (3-64) 

and tyl* = A~1(Y2(p)A"1( vI(t))) (3-65) 

For this case, consider corresponding driving-point oper

ators at port two with a Z^(p) impedance termination or with 

a Y^(p) admittance termination at port one: 

2: v2(t) = A"1(Z1(p)A"I(i2(t))) (3-66) 

and 2Z = -A.C Y^C p) AC v^C t;))) (3-67) 

(These are easily obtained from considerations of symmetry.) 

Equations (3-64 to 67) point out, for example, that if the 

device is designed to give a specified DPat port one 

with a given Z2(p) at port two, then it provides an exact 

dual DP 2̂ 
at port two when a Z^(p) which is reciprocal to 

Z2(p) (i.e., ZL(p) = RQ̂ /Z2(p) with Rq = 1 ohm) is used to 

terminate port one. 

As another special case, let an n-IC3 device have 

identical functions: A(-) = D(.), and again let A(- •) = 

-A(-). Then, the DP operators at ports one and two are given 
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= A(Z2(p)A"L(iL(t))) (3-68) 

f l -
i-j_( t) = A(Y2(p)A-1(v^(t))) (3-69) 

1f2 '  
v2(t) = A"1(Z1(p)A(i2(t))) (3-70) 

f 2 '  
i-j_(t) = A"L(YL(p)A(i2(t))) (3-71) 

Whereas the preceding case could be compared to the linear 

ideal transformer with turns ratio A, this case would com

pare to a turns ratio of A = 1. However, the similarity 

to the linear case is slight. The operator 

A(Z2(p)A"L(.)) J* A"1(Z2(p)A(0) (3-72) 

in general, and thus the DP operators at port two are dif

ferent from those at port one, even when the same immittance 

terminations are used in both cases. As in the preceding 

case, if Z2(p) is again chosen to give a desired and if, 

on an admittance basis, ̂ 2(p) is chosen reciprocal to Z2(p) 

with Rq = 1 ohm, then produces an operation that has 

identical form to that of Thus, 

vL(t) = A(Z2(p)A"L(i1(t))) (3-73) 

or = A*Z2*A"1*i1(t) 

on an impedance basis, while 

iL(t) = A(R 2̂Z2(p)A"1(iL(t))) (3-74) 

or = A*R~2Z *A~L*i,(t) 
O 2. L 

Clearly, the response v^(t) in (3-73) for an i-^(t) stimulus 

is identical in form to the response i-^(t) in (3-74) for a 

2 2 v-^(t) stimulus, when Rq = (1 ohm) . 
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The preceding two cases thus illustrate situations 

that are unique. It is impossible, in general, to have A(-) = 

D or to have AC*) = D~^" unless A(-) is also linear. When 

signs are specified for the AD functions, there exist the 

several other special types of devices which have similar 

operational form. Clearly, negative nonlinear driving-

point immittance operators with form similar to the preceding 

can also be obtained. 

When odd-order symmetrical B and C functions are 

used, for example, with B(*) = C^C*), then another special 

group of devices result. The DP operators for all of these 

can be obtained from Table V. For example, if ^ and 

are wanted for a Group 5, n-GYR3+ device, then the table yields 

from the Group 5 row, Type 3 column: 

% 1 = +B(Y2C'1(+.)) = B*Y2*B (3-75) 

1̂ = +C(Z2B-L(+.)) S B~1*Z2*B~1 (3-76) 

Both port two driving-point operators can be obtained by 

substitution of functions from Table II. For this special 

case, Table II yields for the reverse functions ̂ (*) = 

C~L(-.) = -C"1(-) 5 -B( •) and £(•) = -B"L(-). Hence, 

^2 =' 7̂(YL̂ "I( •)) = B*YL*B (3-77) 

and = £(ZL̂ "L( •)) £ B~1*Z1*B"1 (3-78) 

The similarity to a linear gyrator is evident only in the 

form of (3-75) and (3-77), where the cascade operations of B 

and Y2 or Y-^ occur. With this same special relationship 
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between the B and C functions, however, the nonlinear z-matrix 

(Table II) which represents the n-GYR3+ device is, as in the 

linear case, also skew-symmetric: vj = [zj* i^ , or 

+T v]L( t) 

v2(t) 

B( - •) 

c-L(+.) 0 

)1 i-, (t)~ 0 -B(-) in(t)_ 
•k  ^  = * -1- (3-79) 
i2(t) B( •) 0 i2(« 

This case thus represents a particular nonlinear comparison 

to the linear two-port gyrator. However, while there is 

skew-symmetry and an identical form of nonlinear gyration 

from port one to port two as there is from port two to port 

one, there is no similar skew-symmetry in the functional form 

of the device when it is considered from the three-terminal 

viewpoint. This fact emphasizes its inherent nonlinear nature, 

and also the use of a definition on a two-port basis. 

The other special relationship is that where the *C-

function is identical in form to the B function: C(-) = 

G B(G •) with constant conductance G mhos. The driving-o o o 

point operators for ports one and two in this case are 

respectively, 

= B(R Y0B-1(R •) = B*R Y *B_1*R 
v  L  0 2  O  0 2  O  

= G B(G Z0B_:L(-) = G B*G Z *B_1 (T1 o o 2 o o2 

f i  = = rob'^ov8 

H-r, = B_1(G Z,B(G •) = B~L*G Z *B*G 
C / 2  o  1  o  o l  c 

(3-80) 

(3-81) 

(3-82) 

(3-83) 

where R = G~^, 
o o 
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The preceding four cases involved special relation

ships between the two nonlinear functions. The definitions 

include the possibility that both functions in the definitions 

need not be nonlinear in order to have, for example, a non

linear type of immittance-inversion or gyration to occur. 

The preceding cases contained special features that offered 

analogies of form to the linear devices. Now, with C(*) = 

constant conductance G = G = l/R, then the equation 

vL(t) = B(Y2(p)RiL(t) = B*Y2R*iL(t) (3-84) 

represents an n-GYRl device which has the nonlinear driving-

point impedance-inversion operator B(RY2») = B*RY2. Similarly, 

an n-GYR2 device which has B(*) = constant resistance B = 

R, has the inversion operator RY2C~^(-) = RY2*C~''". Also, 

with D(*) = constant D, or with A(•) = constant A, then the 

nonlinear driving-point immittance-conversion operator 

A*D~^"Z2 and or AY2*D~^ result. Although it is clear that an 

essential difference between these two types of operators is 

in the position of the memoryless operator in the cascade of 

operations, another significance of this difference is ob

served when specified elements are used for the terminations 

at port two. 

Thus, consider the special case of an n-ICl device 

which has the form of its matrix specified as shown in 

Figure 13 and which, as indicated, also has a linear capaci

tance C2 as the termination at port two. 
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i, (t) 
J:— 

o-
a 

v^t) 

o-

n-ICL 

i.2(t) 

"°7"1 

v„(t) 

•0— 

Fig. 13. An n-ICl Device with Capacitance 
at Port Two 
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The n-ICl device of Figure 13 has the linear 

parameter D = 1 and nonlinear function A(•) in its def

inition. Thus with an immittance termination which solely 

consists of capacitance at port two, the voltage and curr

ent at port one are related by 

i1(t) = DG2pA"1(v1(t)) (3-85) 

= c2a~1( v1)pv1(t) 

This has the same mathematical form as the current through 

a nonlinear capacitance whose static characteristic is 

given in the form q = f(v ), and thus where i = pq = 
0 0 c c 

f'(vc)pvc. 

In a similar fashion, and n-IC2 device, when ter

minated in an inductance at port two, has as the relationship 

between voltage and current at port one, 

V]L(t) = AL2pD"1(i1(t)) (3-86) 

= AL2D_1 (iI)pi1(t) 

This has the same form as the voltage drop across a nonlinear 

inductance in the direction of positive current when this 

current has a positive derivative. When the flux-linkage 

is expressed as a function of the current as f(i), then 

v = f ' ( i) pi. 

Example 3. An n-INIG2 device with specified functions A(•) = 

1, and D(-) =.-ln(-i2 + 1) for i2̂ l, is terminated in a 

linear inductance L2 = lh and is driven by a current of 

ij_(t) = t. The resulting current transfer and response 

characteristics are illustrated in Figure 14. 
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ix(t> 
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v^C t) ri-INIC2 

x2(t) 

—Ot-
v2(t> g l2 = lh 

-1, 

-i. 

A V1 = V2 

-1.0 

•>-1 

-e -t 

l 

1.0 

> 

/ 
^1 

/h = 

^ >-

Fig. 14. n-INIC2 with Inductance Termination 

and Current Input 
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The preceding example did not include the effects of source 

resistance. The addition of source resistance can be 

accounted for by the following equation: 

v, = v - R i, 
1 s s 1 

v = v (t) is the source voltage applied in series with R 
s s s 

at port one. If this is now used in conjunction with the 

equations of an n-IC2 device, here illustrated in h-parameter 

function notation as 

VL = 'h12 v2 = ~v2 

and ±2 = h
2]_(i]_) » 

then the following nonlinear differential equation is 

obtained when an ideal inductance is connected to 

port two. 

vs =  V i +  

This equation then simulates the nonlinear inductance whose 

T^(i^) characteristic is ̂ ^l^l^ anĉ  has now included 

the series resistance Rg. If the function ^-^(O has the 

form*shown in Figure 15, then for constant v , the response s 

i^(t) is shown for comparison. A simple numerical inte-

v k 
gration was performed with v = 3 , R = .1X1, and L0 = 1 S S 4* 

to get the i-^ curve. 
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Fig. 15. Response of n-IC2 with Constant v_ and R s s 
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3.5 Terminations at Both Ports 

Whereas the preceding section was concerned primarily 

with general driving-point operators of all the devices, this 

section now examines very briefly the nature of the func

tional series (or polynomial) representation for such an 

operator. Then, simple terminations are made to both ports 

and the resulting autonomous equations are derived. Possible 

filter applications are outlined. 

There has been little comment thus far on the nature 

of the representation of the real functions which are used 

in the definitions. The Weierstrass approximation theorem 

assured that continuous functions can be uniformly approxi

mated by a polynomial on a closed interval. It has already 

been shown by example that, in special circumstances when 

well-known simple functions are used with special inputs, 

response can be arrived at readily. Thus, there are the 

special functions; algebraic, trigonometric, etc., that are 

often useful. Also, particularly in recording physical char

acteristics of devices, the function might be represented 

merely by a table of values obtained from measurements which 

are then stored on punched-tape, etc. for later computer 

use. Some remaining types of representation are useful in 

analysis work: Power series (function used is analytic), 
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polynomials, and expansion of the function in a series 

of orthogonal functions. Of the latter, Ghebyshev poly

nomials are very useful for sinusoidal input signals. In 

this section, it is assumed that the memoryless function 

is represented simply by a polynomial of order N. 

Therefore, consider two of the driving-point 

operators for both the n-IGl and n-IG2: 

n-IGl: n-IG2 

i = d*Y* v, 
1 21 (3-88) 
v2 = zi*d*i1 

k! "l=a*z2*i1 

#2 = *2 = yi*a*v2 y2 

In the preceding, it is assumed that the constant para

meters are identically unity and the functions A(») and 

D(») have odd-order symmetry. Now, let the functions 

have identical form, and also equal the general memoryless 

operator 7L : A( • ) = D( * ) = , where 71 is expressed as 

n  =  +  n 2 +  

Then, the DP operators can be expressed as the functional 

polynomials: n-ICl 

3~1: nl(Z2,;1* n2(Z2')2 + + BN(Z2* )N (3-89) 

^2: niYi(*>1+ n2Yl(')2 + + (3-90) 

n-IG2 

^ Is n1<Y2*)1+ n2(Y2-)2 + + nN(Y2-)N (3-91) 

nLZ1(-)1+ n2ZL(.)2 + + nNZ1C»)N (3-92) 

Although odd-order symmetry was assumed above for convenience, 
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(3-89 to 3-92) includes also the general case where even-

order terms are included. As given, the operators provide 

outputs directly in the time-domain. Expansion of the immit-

tance functions in partial fractions, series of powers of 

l/p, etc., permit transient calculations. Clearly, a wide 

variety of nonlinear input functions can be realized when the 

nonlinear negative immittance converters are also permitted. 

Also, when the Gyrator-type of devices are used, another 

similar set of functional polynomials result. 

In this and the last section, attention has been 

confined primarily to these direct or explicit driving-point 

relationships. These nonlinear operational equations are, 

in principle, solved, since it is only necessary to make 

appropriate substitutions. It is beyond the scope of this 

work to inquire extensively into the specification and 

synthesis problem; that is, as to what actual response is 

needed and what specific network would give it. Thus, this 

study of driving-point properties is ended at this point with 

a general procedure for evaluation of such operations. The 

n-IC3 device is used as a typical illustration: 

vL = A(-Z2(p)D"1(i1)) 

Analysis Procedure 

Step 1. Approximate relationships A(•) and D~^(*) by 
polynomials or other suitably prescribed functions. 

Step 2. Express input i,(t) also a suitable function or 
family of functions. 

Step 3. Calculate and store or record i2^) = D~^"(i^) . 
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Step 4. Calculate arid store v~ through the use of a linear 
circuit analysis procedure with i^ as input. 

Step 5. Evaluate v^ through use of function A(*). v^ is 
the desired response. 

This procedure is obviously not explicit as to the details of 

calculation and thus is meant only to be a guideline. Typic

ally, in most digital computer facilities, capability is 

already present to deal with each of the steps above to a 

certain level of numerical accuracy. 

In the driving-point case, a general linear immittance 

Y(p) or Z(p) type of termination was used with an assumed 

ideal driving source. When other additions are made, such 

as source impedance, nonlinear cascading, external connections 

from port-two to port-one, network response becomes much 

more difficult to determine in general. Thus, as a prelude 

to the next chapter, and because such terminations are of 

individual importance, the inquiry is now made as to the gen

erality and type of system equations possible with simple 

linear immittance terminations both at ports one and two for 

the nonlinear devices. 

One approach is to first establish the class of 

nonlinear differential equations that is formed when single 

energy storage elements are connected to the ports. In order 

to do this, first consider a typical n-IC2 device with L or C 

terminations on the ports. The device is thus represented 

in "h" functional form with a dual set of describing equa

tions written down for the n-ICl. 
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Device 

V1 * h12v2 

l2 = 2̂1 

(dual) 
X1 = g1212 

v2 = «21<vl> 

(a) L, 

(b) CL: 

vi = 

G0: i0 = -G0pv 2^ 2 

Terminations 

(dual) 
Gl: ±1 = 

J2 * 

ll! 

v2 = "L2pi2 

(c) G^: 

(d) 

L2: 

ll: 

.2. 
'2" 

The equations corresponding to set (a) are now combined to 

show a set of state equations and a single second order 

equivalent nonlinear differential equation. The set of first 

ordex-' differential equations can be written by inspection: 

pa-l 

pv2 

"Lllh12v2 

•c2lh21(xl5 

pvL 

pi. 

'Gllg12:L2 

•l21s21(v1) 
(3-93) 
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An equivalent second order differential equation is obtained 

as follows: 

pil = ~Lllh12v2 = Lllh12h21(ll) 

or, 

* _ h12 
1 ' l1g2 ~2 '  h21 ( l l^  

P 
(3-94) 

This is now in the form of an implicit nonlinear integral 

equation. A differential equation is derived by first let

ting ̂ 21^1^ = ̂ 21^1 + ̂ ^1^' ŵ ere h(*) a function 

similar to t^l^ * ̂  * 

Then, 

^12 
ii = 2 C h21*l * ) 

or 

I.1C2P 

(3-96) 

This is one form of the desired nonlinear differential equa

tion which conveniently isolates a linear portion from the 

remaining nonlinearity. It is now instructive to show the 

effects of dissipative elements on the system equations. 

Let resistors in series with and in shunt with 

be added. Then the state equations describing the two-

port are 

pli 

pv. 

l1 

-°2 

-h 12 

-h2i< *) 
(3-97) 
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As to the specialization of the nonlinear functions 

to other equations, another case is considered with the fol

lowing question. Is it possible to make the response of an 

n-IG device with RLG terminations equivalent to that obtained 

with the van der Pol equation? In order to answer, this 

well-known equation will first be re-examined briefly. 

The van der Pol equation (Cunningham 1958, p. 35) 

2 2 given as, px - £(l-x)px + x = 0, is of such nature that 

when x .is small, the damping coefficient is negative. Dif

ferent solutions result for various values of £ . For €«i, 

a limit cycle or orbital periodic solution which corresponds 

nearly to a sine wave of response is present. The maximum 

value of x is always near 2, regardless of the value of £. 

If the substitution y = (l/p)x is made, termwise integration 

is performed with respect to t, and the constant of inte

gration is set arbitrarily to zero, the equation 

p2y - E(py - (l/3)(py)3) + y = 0 

results. This is called the Rayleigh equation. Rewrite it 

as (p2 - £p + l)y + £/3(py)3 

This equation is now in the form 

a(p)y(t) + f(b(p)y(t)) = 0 

If the substitution y = (l/b(p))z is made, the following is 

then easily obtained. 

z(t) = " atpj f(z(t)) 
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A single nonlinear differential equation similar to (3-96) 

is 

If h^2 has negative sign, and h(*) is a cubic function, then 

this equation is identical in form to the unforced Duffing's 

equation (Stern 1965, p. 480). The types of circuit response 

possible with such simple terminations are of practical 

importance as is evidenced by the large amount of study that 

has already been put in, for example, to Duffing*s equation. 

Thus, the possibility for many filter applications arises 

from similar comparisons where particular nonlinear equations 

are already well-studied. 

For the van der Pol equation 

This latter operational (integral) equation could also be 

obtained directly from the van der Pol equation by recog-

z(t) 
P2- £p + 1 

— ( z( t) ) 

2 3 nizing that 3x px = p(x) , and thus, 

(P2 - £P + Dx + 8P l/3(x)3 

A similar operational equation for an n-IG device is 

- zI(p)i1 = A(z2(p)iI) 

In this equation let ±2 = y^v then 

Z9 
v = — —— A( v) 

z1 
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3 Next, let A(v) = a^v + a^v where a^, a^ are constants. 

Then, 
z2 3 v = - a,v 

Z1 + alz2 3 

This equation can now be made equivalent to the van der Pol 

equation by a suitable choice of constants. For example, 

let = Ri + = (1 + T^pVC-^p, Tl = R]_Gi» z2 = 

R^/Cl + 7^2^' ̂ 2 ~ R2^2* Then, some algebraic manipulation 

and coefficient comparison shows = ^ al + 
Ti  +  %2 =  

- £ , and = a]_ is thus negative. 

3.6 Summary 

A set of "ideal" nonlinear two-port devices was 

defined on the basis of a single-valued memoryless function 

which replaced one or more of the transfer parameters in a 

linear constant parameter network. One group, a set of 

nonlinear controlled sources, was examined, much in the 

same sense as linear networks, in order to derive driving-

point and transfer characteristics with the presence of 

added constant parameters. 

The remaining groups, which represent some new 

types of nonlinear two-port devices, were investigated under 

the influence of general immittance terminations. A number 

of driving-point properties were shown, primarily from the 

viewpoint of a nonlinear operator which represents a driving-

point function. Similarities in form to linear two-port 
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devices were stated, as were certain essential differences. 

Special relationships were studied and terminal character

istics of nonlinear resistive, inductive, and capacitive 

elements were shown to be obtainable from some types of the 

ideal devices. Second-order differential equations were set 

up for devices with simple terminations. 

The next chapter has further work on other aspects, 

including stability criteria and new approaches to calcu

lation of response. 



CHAPTER 4 

STABILITY, POWER, AND OTHER CONSIDERATIONS 

4.1 Introduction 

The work of the previous chapter contains a large 

number of definitions of nonlinear two-port devices and 

also a partial exploration of their properties. In partic

ular, certaiti driving-point and transfer operators under 

conditions of linear termination were investigated. This 

chapter now proceeds to extend this exploration to include 

first, in Section 4.2, an examination of stability cri

teria for the nonlinear controlled sources with added linear 

parameters. Then in Section 4.3, several aspects of power 

and stability in the ABCD types of nonlinear devices are 

examined. The inherent nature of these devices makes a 

study of power important, and a comparison with similar types 

of linear ones is informative. Finally, a few points asso

ciated with physical realization and with other "non-ideal" 

properties of the devices are investigated. 

4.2 Stability Criteria for n-CS Two-Ports 

One special problem in dealing with nonlinear cir

cuits is characterization. This has been established for 

the n-CS's in the definitions of the INTRODUCTION and of the 

98 
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last chapter. Another problem, which is always foremost in 

initial investigations, is that of stability. The only type 

of stability considered in this section is that of absolute 

stability, which was defined in Chapter 2. In Section 3.3 

of the last chapter, certain algebraic relations of the 

n-GS's with added constant parameters were derived. In this 

section the n-GS is further studied. Absolute stability is 

investigated under conditions of added parameters which are 

time-invariant and linear, but generally frequency dependent. 

This section is thus primarily an application of stability 

theory to this class of n-CS networks. However, there are 

included special applications of network theory which con

tribute further to both the interpretation and use of recent 

results in stability theory. 

First, the operational equations for the generic 

n-CS with added linear parameters are written as follows: 

uld(t) = + k Cp)u (t) 
(4-1) 

u2d^ = k21 ûli t̂:̂  + k"21 ûli^) + k22 p̂̂ u2i t̂̂  

In addition to these, there are the equations which provide 

the constraints of a source uscj(t) with source immittance 

Mg(p) and load immittance M^Cp): 

uld(t) = usd(t) " Ms(p)uli(t) 

(4-2) 
U2d(t) = -ML(p)u2i(t> 

As in the preceding chapter, variables p and t are frequently 

omitted for convenience in notation. 
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It is largely immaterial for the following stability 

analysis whether or not the added parameters in the preceding 

equations are considered as an irreducible part of an 

"imperfect" two-port n-CS or simply represent the ideal n-CS 

combined with a linear two-port. The immittances M^» Mg are 

always external to the two-port in any case, but add in a 

simple fashion for stability analysis as will be shown. 

The initial part of this stability investigation is 

based on the Popov criterion. This criterion, as stated in 

Theorem 2.5, applies to autonomous system equations which are 

in, or can be put into the form 

o'(t) = -G(p)f ( o"(t)) (4-3) 

where f(*) is restricted to a sector (0,k) of linear gain as 

prescribed in the theorem. The condition for absolute sta

bility is given as 

Re [l + j/3a>] G ( j o o )  + l/k>0 (4-4) 

Popov's graphical interpretation of this expression is given 

by the requirement that the loci of the modified frequency 

response, G*(j«>), defined by 

G*(jco) = Re G(juj) + jcolm G(jco) (4-5) 

remain strictly to the right of a straight line (the Popov 

line) having slope l/(Z and passing through the point -l/k 

on the real axis in the complex G*(jc»j) plane. 

In order to place the network into a condition in 

which to apply the Popov criterion, it is first necessary 
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that the equations be autonomous. Thus, the stability 

analysis proceeds with the source variable zero. Next, in 

order for the network equations to resemble the form (4-3), 

a simple derivation is necessary. It can be seen that if 

ug£ is zero, then u^ = anĉ  u2d. = ~MLu2i* Then, an 

operational solution for the variable u-^ gives 

u li 

^~ k l2^ k22 + 

:11 + Ms + (~k12k21//k22 + V 
^l^lp (4"6) 

This expression contains all the parameters of the network, 

including the terminations, which are needed in order to 

apply the Popov criterion. Notice that under the conditions 

of zero immittance termination, this equation takes the form 

u li 

-k 12 

6 

k21<uli> (4-7) 

where Ak = k1Lk22 - 1̂2̂ 21 

Other interpretations are also derived from (4-6) in the 

work that follows. 

It is of interest to note, for the purposes of 

stability analysis, that a suitable autonomous equation 

might be derived by at least three approaches: 

(1) The network is expressed in a state variable 

form involving the nonlinearity: For example, 
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px = Ax - ̂ 21 ûli^ anc* uli ̂  — —' t̂ s combination yields 

u î = -ct £pl - A ̂  """'"i^l^li^ (4-8) 

(2) The transfer function, G(p)/ from the output of 

the n-CS to its input is derived directly from some equiva

lent circuit with whatever termination exists and with the 

source zero: u^ = ~^^P^21 ûli^ "*"s ôrni t̂ ie result. 

(3) The parameters of the linear portion are defined 

and used as in Equation (4-6). 

Clearly, for simple networks there is little dif

ference in the complexity of the approaches. The emphasis 

throughout this work is on two-port devices, and thus the 

equations of the n-CS networks of this section Are. investi

gated primarily from the parameter standpoint. The Popov 

criterion is directly associated with a frequency response 

and therefore useful information can be obtained on a com

plex parameter basis. Of course, it is assumed that a network 

can be represented by a set of first order differential 

equations as in (1) above, even though the order might be 

literally millions for high frequency applications. Simi

larly, it is assumed that network parameters are sufficiently 

well-behaved so that they may be approximated over a range 

of frequencies by real rational functions of p. 

As concerns the stability criterion, examples of the 

modified frequency response and the use of the graphical 

interpretation of the Popov criterion are still somewhat 
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scarce in the literature, particularly with diagrams which 

are to scale. In order to demonstrate the nature of the 

criterion, consider the autonomous equation of an n-CGVS 

network, for example, with the following specified form: 

H = " 2^ Z21(ll) = " Z ,.n z21(ll) (4"9) ** z Cp + 1) 

where n = 2, 3, and 4 and z2±^'^ restricted to a sector 

of (0,r) transresistance. Both the frequency response and 

the modified frequency response are plotted in Fig. 16. For 
•e 

increasing values of n, the modified frequency response con

tour (dashed lines) extends beyond the usual contour in such 

a manner that, for n = 4 (Curve C1), the tangent line cannot 

coincide with the linear crossover point. Instead of an 

allowed maximum linear gain of 4, the Popov criterion fur

nishes an allowable gain of about 3. Since it is only a 

sufficient condition for stability, it is thus a conserva

tive estimate of maximum allowable gain and/or required 

location of sector for the nonlinearity. The amount of this 

safety factor is unknown, however, and occasionally the 

allowed sector actually coincides with that predicted by 

linear analysis alone, as in the case of n = 2 and n = 3 in 

the above example. In fact, it has been established in 

previous work for third-order all pole and for second-order 

transfer functions, that the allowed sector is always that 

predicted by linear theory. 
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Unmodified 
Modified: 

Fig. 16. Examples of Modified Frequency Response Curves 
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As another example, the RG network and n-VCVS 

combination shown in Fig. 17 has, for the linear part, the 

g-matrix: ( "C = RG) 

[g] = (4-10) 

1 3 t2p2 + 4 tp + 1 
G p( X2p2 + 3 tp + 1) 

The frequency response, (Curve A) and the modified frequency 

response (Curve A') for the linear operator -g^/^g t̂ ie 

autonomous equation 

~g-i p 
v1 = " "g 

(4-11) 

are shown in the figure. In this case, the Popov line may 

be drawn through the point of linear maximum gain, K = 29. 

It is important to note that "g^/Ag does not tend to zero 

as the frequency becomes higher in this network. This is 

characteristic of a number of purely low frequency circuit 

analysis problems. In a practical circuit with widely sep

arated upper and lower frequency response limits (e.g., 

video amplifier), the low frequency response and stability 

problem is almost always entirely separate from the high 

frequency one. 

The Popov criterion, as stated in Theorem 2.5, 

applies only to transfer functions which have left half-

plane poles (the principal case) and possibly one pole at 
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mm mm 

Fig. 17. Modified Frequency Response Graph for n-VGVS 
and RG Network 
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the origin (a particular case). As has been pointed out 

(Aizertnan and Gantmacher 1964, Chapter 3), particular cases 

of complex-conjugate poles of multiplicity one are also per

mitted on the imaginary axis (including possibly a pair at 

the origin) provided certain other conditions are met. One 

of these is certainly the trivial requirement that the non

linear function is not identically zero, since undamped 

oscillations can then exist at j-axis pole frequencies. 

Additional conditions are formulated in the above reference 

as "stability-in-the-limit" requirements. These refer to the 

fact that the system must be asymptotically stable (conven

tional linear stability) when the nonlinearity is replaced by 

a linear constant gain function which is arbitrarily small. 

Essentially, this means that the root locus of the linearized 

system must reside in the left-hand plane for small values of 

linear gain k in the root locus equation kG(p) = -1. The 

above reference devotes several pages to a discussion and 

presentation of conditions on the frequency response, 

G(j<o), and likewise on the modified frequency response, 

G*(jou>). The essentials of these conditions are summarized 

briefly next, and a root locus interpretation is given to 

the first two. 

One pole at the origin. The frequency condition in 

this case requires that Im G(joo )-*-<» for small positive oj 

(Im G*(0)<0). A root locus interpretation shows that a 
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root always exists on the negative real axis for small gain 

k>0. Thus, for low frequencies 

G(p) = k/p (4-12) 

As Higgins (1966) has pointed out, finite gain is always 

necessary to avoid instability from continual integration of 

an initial condition. 

Two poles at the origin. The frequency condition 

requires that Re G(jco)-»--co and Im G( jw) < 0 for small 

positive co (identical conditions for G*(jto)). Here, a 

root locus interpretation can be observed from an approxi

mate form of a transfer operator for low frequencies: 

k(l + tQp) , 
G(p) = ^ * J* (i + ( t . X. )p) (4-13) 

p2(l + Tbp) p2 a b 

For small k > 0, T > t, permits a zero nearer the pole at 
ct D 

the origin and thus bends the low frequency root locus to 

the left. Note that this expression immediately lends a 

simple derivation of Aizerman and Gantmacher's frequency 

condition: 

GCjw) = = - jC t - (4-14) 
_co a D cu 

A complex pair of poles on the imaginary axis. The 

frequency condition is given by the statement that when CO 

varies in value from less than 6JQ(j-axis pole frequency) 

to more than coq, then the frequency response G(jco) 

(or G*(JUJ)) goes to a point at infinity in such a way that 
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points on the negative real axis which have abscissas of 

arbitrarily large magnitude remain to the left of it. In 

this last condition, if poles are assumed to lie infinitesi-

mally to the left of the j-axis, then large resonant magnitude 

peaks with rapidly changing phase angle in the frequency 

response can result. This illustrates graphically the corres

pondence of the condition to the requirement that the location 

of the Popov line be to the left of the G*(JOJ) plot. 

There are conditions on the nature of the nonlinear-

ity which are given by the above reference for particular 

cases. However, these are not considered to be of practical 

importance here. For example, an additional condition on the 

nonlinearity, f(-), for the case with two poles at the origin, 

requires that the area under the graph of f(x) becomes arbi

trarily large as real variable x increases without bound. 

For a practical n-CS device, this is tantamount to the exis

tence of a finite saturation level which is then assumed to 

prevail for an unlimited extent of control variable. 

The above reference (p. 79) has also given a new 

formulation of the Popov criterion from the viewpoint of a 

positive real function. Brockett and Willems (1965) have 

reformulated and also extended this viewpoint to provide 

other new criteria for absolute stability which were derived 

by a rather involved application of the Second Method of 

Lyapunov. Since the use of positive real functions is 
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perhaps more predominant in network applications, a few 

pertinent aspects of this approach are now examined. 

First, some of the Brockett and Willems results are 

presented. They restate the Popov absolute stability of the 

equation = -G(p)f(C) to a requirement that the product 

of functions 
+ i 

(1 + /3 p) (G(p) + 1/k) (4-15) 

be positive real (p.r.), where the function (1 + /9 p) is 

p.r. The use of the minus sign is equivalent to permitting 

/3 to be negative in the Popov multiplier (1 + j /3co ) , 
+ , 

whereas /3 s 0 is a requirement for (1 + fi p)~ to be p.r. 

in (4-15). This alternate formulation has thus changed the 

viewpoint from the placement of the Popov line to the judi

cious placement of one negative real-axis pole or zero in 

order that the above product is positive real. 

Second, their restriction of the nonlinearity, f(-), 

to an invertible function (Definition 2-1 and Theorem 2-1) 

permits them to generalize the multiplier in (4-15). Then, 

a sufficient condition for absolute stability requires that 

the product 

Z(p)-L [G(p) + l/k3 (4-16) 

be p.r., where now Z(p) has the special p.r. form 

•n 

Za(P) = aoP + ai(P + zi)AciP + z±> (4-17) 
X - 1  ^  

with a., c., and z. real and positive and c- =1. 
x7 xT x c x 
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The multiplier (4-17) consists of zeros and poles 

alternating on the negative real axis and thus represents 

a driving-point impedance of an RL circuit or admittance of 

an RG circuit. This restriction of the nonlinearity to such 

an invertible one will particularly well-suit the description 

of an entire class of non-saturating nonlinear amplifiers 

which approximate an n-VCVS, n-CGCS, n-VCCS, or n-GCVS to 

within the limits described by the network Equations (4-1,2) 

of this chapter. 

Thus, a sufficient condition for absolute stability 

of the n-CS networks can be relegated to an examination of 

the positive realness of the function 

Z(p) L 
(-ki2/k22 + + 1 

kll + Ms + ("k12k2l/k22 + k 
(4-18) 

It 
where (1): Z(p) = (1 +ySp) and generic n-CS ^^(O :*"s 

located in the sector of linear gain (0,k), or (2): z(p) 

takes the form (4-17) and ̂ ^ • ) t̂ ien also restricted to 

an invertible function. 

Both of the preceding references give the common 

requirements for positive realness of a rational function 

F(p) as 

(1) Re F(jco) = 0 for all real a; 
(2) F(p) has no right half-plane poles (4-19) 
(3) Poles on the j to axis of F(p) are simple with 

real and positive residues 
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-1 
Thus, in the case of Z(p) = (1 + /3 p) in (4-18), 

condition (1) of (4-19) corresponds to the real part rela

tion of the Popov criterion. Condition (2) of (4-19) implies 

a stable linear part of the network as in the requirement of 

the Popov criterion. Condition (3) is an alternative to the 

frequency condition for j-axis poles stated above. The 

distinction between the strict positiveness of the Popov 

criterion and the positive realness above is noted in the 

use of, for example, in the principal case, of either the 

closed or open sector (0,k). The definition of (4-19) implies 

the open sector, as is used by Brockett and Willems. For the 

purposes of this chapter, a zero real part in any use of 

(4-18) is considered as a marginal condition of stability. 

This reformulation of the Popov criterion to a 

p. r. condition permits a new interpretation but does not 

necessarily decrease the amount of work involved in its 

application. An efficient test for positive realness is 

needed, as are criteria for the placement of the critical 

frequencies of the Z(p) multipliers in (4-18). Thus, these 

problems get some attention next. However, at this juncture 

in the development of this chapter, it is informative to 

comment on the general problem of absolute stability as 

regards expression (4-18). There are at least two view

points to examine. First, with either the Popov or the 

Z (p) multiplier in (4-18), what are the allowed pole and 
a 
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zero locations of the added linear network functions 

such that the Popov and/or positive real conditions are 

met for a given k? Second, what are the allowed Z(p) 

multipliers (other than those two specified) such that 

absolute stability can be proved by a positive real product 

such as in (4-16)? Only the first question will be an

swered in part here. The second question is an area of 

much current research in stability theory at this time. 

An observation of the p. r. conditions (4-19) 

suggests that the residues of any j-axis poles should be 

evaluated first. Unfortunately, this may require solution 

of higher order algebraic equations for degrees of seven 

or more in a denominator polynomial that is in an un-

factored form. A search of the literature has revealed 

the following alternative statement of conditions for 

positive realness (Weinberg and Slepian 1958) of a ra

tional function F(p) = N(p)/D(p): 

(1) Polynomial N(p) + D(p) has no zeros in the 
right half-plane or on the jo> -axis (4-20) 

(2) Re F(jco) = 0 for all real co 

Conditions (4-20) can thus offer a measure of improve

ment in some cases with j-axis poles. In both (4-19) and 

(4-20) it is necessary, of course, to meet all the con

ditions stated. With F(p) expressed only in general terms 

as a rational fraction (factored or unfactored), it becomes 

increasingly difficult to establish positive realness. 
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In particular, the real part expression becomes overloaded 

with arbitrary constants. A useful criterion would thus 

be to determine positive realness from knowledge of pole and 

zero locations alone. However, knowledge of sufficient con

ditions for positive realness based on critical frequency 

locations remains one of the major outstanding problems of 

network theory. A few statements on particular cases can 

be made, however, and are applied to the stability problem 

of this section. 

First, it is well-known that if F(p) has poles and 

zeros which are simple and alternate on the negative real 

axis or on a vertical line or a circle in the left-hand 

complex p = <r + jco plane, then F(p) is p. r. Correspond

ence of the functions of (4-18) to these situations 

immediately establishes absolute stability. 

Second, no mention has been made thus far of the 

fact that the magnitude of the phase angle of F(jtc>) can

not exceed 90° if Re F( jco) is to remain positive. This 

requirement is a powerful interpretative aid. For example, 

if two isolated poles (zeros) of the network function in 

(4-18) are located close to one another and near the jco 

axis, then the phase angle change is likely to exceed 180° 

for values of joo in the vicinity of these poles unless the 

location of the zero(s) (pole(s)) of the Z(p) multiplier 

in (4-18) can compensate for this change. Thus, if two 
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poles are located ori the real axis and near the origin, then 

the placement of the zero of the Popov multiplier can cancel 

the effect of one pole. Clearly, the specified Z(p) multi

pliers of (4-18) are severely limited in their ability to 

influence phase change at frequencies near poles (zeros) 

which are located close to the jco axis and also located 

somewhat distant from the origin. An inspection of pole 

and zero locations near the axis, therefore, often reveals 

whether the phase angle requirement is likely to be violated. 

A graphical determination of phase angle for values of ja> 

near the suspected critical frequencies is then an appro

priate step to take. 

Third, Steiglitz and Zemanian (1962) have made 

further contributions in circuit theory which establish 

positive realness from knowledge of pole and zero locations. 

Some of the regions they established were found with the 

aid of an analog computer and are too detailed to bring into 

the discussion of this section. However, it seems appro

priate to bring in some of this theory since it does fit in 

closely with the stability criteria presented above. The 

only remark made here in regard to derivation of the theory, 

is that it was obtained primarily through investigation of 

bounds on the phase angle of a rational F(p). Two special 

definitions are used in the theory: 
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Definition 4.1: A "P-path" is generated by moving complex-
conjugate points p-^, p^* from p = 0 to p = » in such a way 
that Re p^ is nonincreasing and, whenever Re p^. remains 
constant on any portion of this path, Im p^ increases. 

Definition 4.2: An "n-fold alternation" of poles and zeros 
on a P-path exists, if, while traversing it in the negative 
direction, first n-poles, then n-zeros, then n-poles, etc., 
(or firstn-zeros, n-poles, etc.) are encountered. There 
are an equal total number of poles and zeros and some poles 
and zeros may coincide. 

These definitions obviously restrict the manner in which 

poles and zeros of F(p) may occur, and clearly reflect-an 

emphasis on a bounded phase angle. A few P-paths with the 

alternation properties are sketched in Fig. 18a. 

With little change, Theorem 1 of the above reference 

can now be reworded to fit the criterion of (4-15): 

Theorem 4.1: Let F(p) = (l+/3p)~^"£G(p)+l/k] = (1+ /ip)~^H(p) , 
where the poles and zeros of H(p) have 2-fold alternation 
on a P-path. Furthermore let /3 be real and nonnegative; 
let -1//3 be not more negative than the rightmost critical 
frequency of H(p) and let -1//3 be a pole (zero) if the 
first critical frequencies on the P-path are zeros (poles). 
Then, F(p) is p. r., and thus the system is absolutely 
stable for nonlinearities in the sector (0,k). 

This theorem should not be overemphasized here, since it 

provides only sufficient conditions for positive realness 

which in turn provides likewise for absolute -stability. 

Nevertheless, stability information can be obtained by 

inspection of pole-zero locations in such situations as 

indicated by the theorem, and H(p) in this theorem includes 

as special cases the loci for RC, RL, and uniformly dissipa-

tive LG driving-point immittance functions. 
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•»- cr" 

(a) P-paths with n-fold Alternations.of Poles and Zeros 

(a): 3=5-1, 2 

( b ) ;  g  =  - i ,  n = 3  

Cc): g= -i, vi=4 
x © 
/o* 

Positive real "S" region 
is located inside circles 

left of the line <r = -1. 

(b) Special Regions for Positive Realness 

Fig. 18. Illustrations for Pole and Zero Locations 
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As one of their examples of regions of allowed pole-

zero locations for F(p) to be p. r., the rational F(p), having 

n poles and n zeros all of which lie in a region S(-g, ^/2n), 

is p. r. This "S" region is illustrated in Fig. 18b for 

g = 1 and n = 2,3, and 4. The above reference gives other 

regions which are more complex and more inclusive, but most 

of which are typified by a decreasing amount of allowed 

region of positive realness for an increasing number of poles 

and zeros permitted. The reference should be consulted for 

further details. 

With these additional reformulations and extensions 

of criteria for absolute stability now stated, expression 

(4-18) for the n-GS with added linear parameters is now 

further examined.. The following driving-point-type func

tions are defined for zero immittance termination: 

Mio = kll + ("k12k2l/k22) 

Mik = kll + (*k12k2l/k22) + ('"k12k/k22) (4-21) 

Mt = C-k12k/k22) 

Similarly, 

Mio = kll * Ms + (-k12k2]A22 + «L> 

Mik = kll + Ms * <-k12k2]/k22 + V + <-kU!k/k22 + 

= (-kl2k/k22 + 

are defined for the general case. 
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With these definitions, the function of (4-18) is 

written as 

F(p) = 
A 
k M. xo 

+ 1 (4-23) 

for zero immittance terminations, and as 

F'(p) = 
,±i mt 

m: xo 
+ 1 (4-24) 

for the general case with Mg, present. Since Mt = -

M. and M' = M!, - M! , (4-23)and (4-24) can also be written xo t xLc xo 

simply as 

Z Mik f(p) = k m. (4-25) 
xo 

and +-, 
z" Mik 

F'(P)=-klFT <4"26> 
XO 

Therefore, the sufficient condition for absolute stability 

as stated for (4-18) is now expressed principally in terms 

of linear input immittance functions; one has ̂ ^(O 

replaced by k and one has ̂ ^(O replaced by zero. Clearly, 

magnitude-phase measurements of stable input immittances 

Mik' Mio' etc>' can be Performed on a small signal basis 

provided that the effect of the n-GS, ̂ -^(O, suitably 

removed and/or replaced by a linear gain function. 
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The compact expressions of (4-25, 26) are presented 

in such a manner that they can be used with all allowable 

Z(p) multipliers. A particularly useful situation becomes 

evident in the use of multiplier Z (p) of (4-17). Suppose 

that the linear network that is added to the n-CS is 

entirely a passive RG (or RL) one. Then is the positive 

real driving-point immittance of an RC (RL) network and 

must have alternating poles and zeros on the negative real 

axis. This is precisely the required location of the 

-1 natural frequencies of the multiplier Z (p) which can 

then be used to cancel M. in (4-25). If the remainder, no 

^ik' P°si'tive real, then the n-GS network is abso

lutely stable for an invertible ^-^(O '*"rL sector (0,k). 

Along with this use of multiplier Z , notice that 
a 

Mik need not be an RC (RL) immittance since k appears, 

theoretically, as if it were the gain constant of a linear 

controlled source which can thus cause the network to 

exhibit RLC input-immittance properties as in active net

work synthesis applications. Clearly, the stability 

statement applies then to this large class of RC (RL) 
J 

networks which are included with the n-CS in the manner 

of linear added network parameters of this section. 

There are, of course, RC (RL) networks with one controlled 

source which have stable input immittances that are not 

necessarily positive real. 
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In this section,state-of-the-art techniques have 

been applied to a set of nonlinear devices which have the 

one nonlinear parameter. With added linear time invariant 

parameters, the scope then includes n-AD and n-BC devices. 

Even with this relatively simple class of nonlinearities, 

only sufficient conditions can be stated. Again, the 

complex nature of the stability problem is evident. 

Added to the present inadequacies of theory, is the 

fact that the stability criteria which is evidenced by an 

unusually large number of theorems in recent years, appears 

at present to be most difficult to apply. Therefore, any 

gain in an interpretive sense is a gain in the value of the 

criteria. In this section no attempt was made to provide 

new criteria, but a new interpretation was made in terms of 

the driving-point functions. This interpretation needs to 

be expanded upon so as to provide an explicit exhaustive 

method. A word of caution needs to be injected here. Even 

though the concept of absolute stability in nonlinear systems 

has been in practice for a number of years, it is still only 

a restricted special definition and does not provide every

thing. No attention is given as to how large signal levels 

can become even though the effects of a disturbance from 

equilibrium is assumed to disappear with time. This is like

wise true with ordinary stability analysis in the linear case. 



4.3 Power and Stability Considerations for the ABCD Devices 

In this section the ideal nonlinear ABCD devices are 

examined first from the viewpoint of dc input power and 

instantaneous power ratio. Since the transfer parameters of 

these devices are nonlinear, the usually simple expressions 

which apply for linear devices now become complex functions. 

A consideration of absolute stability of the devices with 

linear immittance termination also introduces new complica

tions, as is shown below. Not all of the devices are 

studied since many have similar mathematical form. However, 

enough variety is provided so that some simple comparisons 

to linear cases are possible. 

In order to investigate dc power input, the two-

port equations of the third type of AD device are written 

again for convenience. 

v, = A(v_) 

(4-27) 
il = D("i2) 

The use of these equations permits the power input at port 

one, symbolized by P.q> to be written as 

Pil = ^*-1 = A(v2)D(-i2) (4-28) 

Therefore, for all passive resistive terminations at port 

two, the dc power input at port one is positive for all of 

the groups of n-IC devices. It is also clearly negative 
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for all n-NIC devices under the same circumstances. These 

statements are valid because of the restriction of A(•) 

(or D(-)) to either phase-inverting or non-phase-inverting 

continuous functions in the manner of the definition of 

Chapter 1. The power into the device itself, symbolized 

by is defined as 

PiD = vlH + v2 l2 ( 4"2 9 )  

The constraints of (4-27) permit this to be expressed also as 

PiD = A(v2)D(-i2) + v2i2 (4-30) 

For passive resistive termination at port two, this alge

braic quantity, may or may not be positive. If, for 

example, i2 = ~&2V2' then 

PiD = A(v2)D(G2v2) - G2v22 (4-31) 

2 Since G2v2 is positive, the dc power into the device is 

positive if A(v2)D(G2v2)> G2v2 . Unlike the linear AD de

vices, the functions A(-), D(-) can, in general, permit 

regions of both positive and negative values of in a 

single device. Nonlinear resistive devices which are entirely 

dissipative are referred to by some (Stern 1965, p. 16) as 

passive. However, popular terminology often refers to any 

network other than the usual passive RLCM case, as active, 

primarily because of the components used in its practical 

realization. In this section, a region of power dissi

pation is identified in the characteristics of 



As a particular example of power input, an n-IC2 

device is specified by the equations 
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+ 

V1 = A1v2 

il = -D^ ln(i2 + 1) 
(4-32) 

Graphs of the relationships of these equations are sketched 

(one quadrant only) in Fig. 19a. Notice the exponential 

increase of i-2 versus ôr this device, 

PiD = ln(i2 + l)v2 + i~2v2 (4-33) 

As a resistive constraint at port two, let v2 = ~^2^2 

R2 = 1 ohm. Then, 

PiD = A1D1 ln(i2 + L)i2 ~ L2 (4-34) 

The region where the device dissipates power is expressed 

by the inequality 

Dl ln(i2 + 1)> ̂  (4-35) 

or by the inequality 

ln(i0 + 1) , 

1 > AV (4~36) 
2 A1U1 

Illustrations of (4-35) and (4-36) are given in Fig. 19b,c 

for two values of A^. 

In the case of BC devices, the equations for power 

input are similar to those of the AD devices. Thus, from the 
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(a) Transfer Characteristics 

A 

 ̂i2 
^n(i2 + 1) 

a7d 11 

A aiDi 

tr Jl n(i0 + l)/i. 

(b) PiD>0 (shaded) (c) 0 

Fig. 19. Region of Dissipation 
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defining equations for the n-GYR3 groups v^ = B(-i2) and 

i^ = C(v2), an expression for is written as 

PiD = B(-i2)G(v2) •+ v2i2 (4-37) 

This may be given graphical interpretations very much in 

the manner of for the AD devices. 

From another viewpoint, an expression for a power 

ratio or gain function can be defined. With the instan

taneous input power at port one defined as v^i-^ and output 

power at port two defined as ~v2^2f a functi°n kpf is now 

defined by the ratio 

W £ pf 
V111 

~ V2 X2 

A(v2)D(-i2) 

~ V2 X2 

(4-38) 

Let.this expression now be written in the following product 

form: 

'Pf 

' A(v2)n 
x 

DC-i2) 

V2 ~°-2 
(4-39) 

For given functions, (4-39) can be graphed for different 

values of k ^ where the quantities in the brackets are 

scaled on coordinate axes. This is similar to the use of 

the AD-plane for linear devices (Huelsman 1965). Fig. 20 

illustrates the nonlinear case. On this same diagram, if 

straight lines that represent constant ratios of impedance 

transformation (termed kz for linear devices) for the linear-
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D(-i2) 

(-i2) 

n-IC n-VNIC 

-2 

n-IC" n-INIC 

Fig. 20. Loci of Constant kpf 
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case, are now drawn through the origin for the nonlinear one, 

then they would represent lines of constant ratio (i^/-i2)/ 

(v-j_/v2) . These simply mean that A( •) = D(.) except for sign 

and/or scale factor. Thus, the use of a modified AD diagram 

is helpful in visualizing some of the characteristics of the 

nonlinear AD devices. Clearly, n-GYR3 groups of BC devices 

can be studied similarly through the use of a BC diagram 

which is analogous to the AD diagram above. 

Although it is clear that a purely dissipative or 

passive two-port device cannot exhibit regenerative proper

ties when terminated in passive immittances at its ports, 

this situation is not often the most important in applica

tions. Therefore, a brief study is now made of criteria for 

the absolute stability of the nonlinear ABCD devices. Fig. 

21 illustrates the configurations that are used. In a 

manner similar to Section 3.4, the only added element at 

port two is the linear time-invariant immittance termination. 

For the purposes of stability analysis, a similar immittance 

is now included at port one. Fig. 21 shows only the third 

type of n-IC and n-GYR devices which are driven by a voltage 

source v . An operational driving-point equation for the s 

network of Fig. 21a is the following: 

vg(t) = Z1(p)i]L(t) + A(Z2(p)D"1(i1(t))) (4-40) 

In this equation the invertibility of D(.) is assumed. The 



n-IC3 

A( •) 

(a) Terminated AD Device with Source 

n-GYR3 

C( •) 

B( •) 

(b) Terminated BC Device with Source 

Fig. 21. Nonlinear Device with Added Elements 
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equation for the network of Fig. 21b is similar. An auton

omous equation for the network is obtained by letting v (t) s 

equal 0.and then solving for i^: 

ix = ̂  A(Z2D-L(iL)) (4-41) 

The network of Fig. 21b has the similar autonomous equation 

il = ~ B(Y2G"1(il^ (4-42) 

Before investigating the stability of these type three 

devices which have two nonlinearities, types one and two 

with only one nonlinearity are first examined. Thus, for 

the n-ICl the autonomous equation is 

h .  =  "  k i  a c b  z 2 i i )  ( 4 " 4 3 )  

If Z»i, is defined as v , and A(^ •) is defined as a,(•), 2 1 x' D 1 ' 

then (4-43) can be written as 

vx = - zf al(vx) (4"44) 

If AD~^(*) for the n-IC2 device is defined as a2(•), then its 

autonomous equation can be written similarly as 

il = - zf a2<il) (4"45) 

Stability criteria for equations of the type of (4-44, 45) 
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have already been examined in the preceding section. Other 

similar expressions are easily derived from the n-GYRl and 

n-GYR2 devices. One point which should now be emphasized, 

since the ABCD devices, in particular, have functions which 

may have characteristics in the second and fourth quadrants, 

is the effect of a negative constant in the allowed sector 

(0,k) used in the stability criteria of the last section. 

For illustration, suppose a2(-) in (4-45) is phase-inverting 

and is restricted to the sector (0,-a) in the second and 
r 

fourth quadrants. If the transformation a2(i^) = a2(i^) + ai^ 

is made, and is substituted into (4-45), the equation which 

results is 

~Z2/Z1 
H ~ l-aZ2/ZL a21(ll'> (4-45a) 

t 
where now a2]_( ' ) restricted to the sector (0,a). The 

theory of the' last section can now be applied directly to 

an investigation of (4-45a). 

With the stability analysis of the first and second 

types of devices now established in terms of the criteria of 

the last section, attention is now directed back to Equation 

(4-41) which involves two nonlinearities. In this case, the 

theory of the last section does not apply. However, Higgins 

(1966) has recently made an extension to the Popov criterion 

which applies to certain multiple nonlinearities. 
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For the time-invariant case, his equations are in the 

form 

px = Ax - Bf( Z" ) 

,t (4-46) 
q !  = G x 

These equations are similar to (2-31, 32, 33). Each non-

linearity f^(0 of f(^_) is similarly restricted to a sector 

(0,k^). An expression corresponding to cr* of (2-34) is 

<r = ~ct [pi-a] _1Bf(«:) = - [G(p)] f (er)  (4-47)  

His sufficient conditions for the absolute stability of 

(4-46) is then given by the requirement that the matrix 

[K] -1 + He \\l + jcO/a"] [G(jco)]j > 0 (4-48) 

where matrix K = diag(k^, k2, ..., km) , /3 = diag( /3 , 

f t 2 i  - - - * /3 ) , and ( i  ̂  and k^ are constants. The notation, 

> 0, signifies that the matrix is positive definite, and 

the notation He [fj = K [f]| + [f3 ) is the Hermitian 

part of a matrix F. 

If the autonomous equation (4-41) of an n-IC3 device 

is now expressed by the pair of equations, 

i /z x  

-z .  0 

D"1(iI) 

A (v9 ) 

(4-49) 

then the equations are in a form in which criterion (4-48) 
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can, theoretically, be applied. A(*) and D~^(0 are then 

assumed to be restricted to sectors (0,A^), (0,l/D^) 

respectively. As in the case of the Popov criterion, (4-48) 

is only a sufficient condition, and it is further complicated 

by the need to find two constants /3^, 2 i-n order to prove 

stability. Within the scope of the present investigation, no 

attempt is made to provide further applications of this cri

terion here. However, in most applications of all of the 

stability criteria presented, it should be evident that the 

following comparison should be made: The allowed sectors 

for the nonlinear functions, as supplied by the sufficient 

conditions, should be compared with those predicted by purely 

linear analysis, where linear functions are used instead of 

the nonlinear ones. In this manner, a rough idea of the 

strength of a criterion can be obtained. 

The preceding stability considerations are intended 

only to show the approximate status of basic absolute 

stability criteria as applied to this class of networks with 

terminations at the ports. A similar development could be 

made for an n-IC3 or n-GYR3 device with added parameters. It 

is important to realize that absolute stability still implies 

the possibility of very large signal levels. Since it is 

likely one would ordinarily verify response also by a circuit 

simulation procedure, this difficulty could then be ascertained. 
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4.4 Approaches to Realization 

The work thus far has dealt exclusively *7ith 

idealized nonlinear devices which contain one or more memory-

less nonlinearities of a certain class. Although theoretical 

developments alone can often provide enough impetus for 

further development, it is certainly appropriate to give 

some brief comment to problems associated with realization 

of the nonlinear devices. 

In the case of the n-GS. devices, there is much 

current practical literature on the realization of non

linear amplifiers with specialized transfer characteristics. 

One particular characteristic that has been used again and 

again is a logarithmic or compressing type of function. 

Of all the significant advances in the past decade, two 

stand out in regard to realization problems. One is the 

continually decreasing cost of gain, which in turn allows 

an efficient design of a closer approximation to an ideal 

linear controlled source. This can then be used in various 

ways in combination with nonlinear resistors in order to 

obtain approximations to nonlinear controlled sources. 

The other important advance is the increasing availability 

of switching components. Swiontek (1963), for example, 

has devoted an entire work to a realization of nonlinear 

operations by a number of resistance and switching methods. 

Clearly, switching methods offer a precise way of providing 
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a functional characteristic that can be modified easily. 

A nonlinear ABCD device can be realized theoretic

ally through a consideration of its definition as is 

presented in Table II- If, for example, the h matrix entry 

of Table II is examined for an n-IC3 device, then the n-IC3 

can be realized as shown in Fig. 22. The appropriate equa

tions for it are shown in the figure. There the n-IC3 is 

expressed as the combination of a forward n-CGCS and a 

reverse n-VGVS which represent one possible decomposition 

of the h-matrix entry for the n-IC3. Clearly, there are 

countless numbers of ways that the operators which represent 

the device can be broken down into combinations of other 

memoryless operators. Another scheme of decomposition is 

shown in Fig. 23. A diagram of one form of the equations 

for an n-IC3 is shown in (a) for comparison. An n-IC2 is 

specified in (b) with the A parameter given the value one. 

If D "*"(•) has one as the coefficient of the linear term in 

its polynomial or series representation, then Fig. 23c 

illustrates a possible configuration, where h(-) has only 

higher order terms in its representation. 

During the course of this thesis work, several 

physical realizations for linear gyrators have appeared in 

the literature. Many are just as indicated above where 

amplifiers approximating controlled sources are paralleled in 

a reverse manner. 
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n-VCVS 

n-CCCS 

o— 

v1 = A(v2) = h12(v2) 

i2 = = h21^1^ 

Fig. 22. A Theoretical Realization of an n-IC3 Device 
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o—> 

1 QÂ V2^ @ 

*7° 

D"1(i1) v2 

(a) n-IC3 

o—>-

'1 0V2 

o-

< +o 

gr)D"1ci1) v2 

-o 

(b) n-IC2 with A = 1 

o+-*- =<—o 

h(in ) 
i2 = -D"1̂ ) 

= -i^ + hCi^) 

(c) A Particular Configuration of (b) 

Fig. 23. Special Forms of Realization 
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4.5 Response Calculation - A New Approach 

Although the qualitative considerations of a network, 

such as stability, are important in determining the nature 

of a response without detailed calculations, there must also 

be some technique of getting an actual response for some 

specified input. 

This new approach is to be presented here as an algo

rithm, in z-parameter notation. Let the n-BC device be 

considered, again in the manner of added linear time-

invariant parameters as follows: 

Z11Z12 H + 
0 z21^*^ il 

Z21Z22 X2 
z12(*) 0 12 

Associated with this basic network, there are at least three 

main types of response that are of interest. One is called 

here the direct response, a calculation that is simply the 

above direct convolution and functional evaluation sum for 

specified i^, i2 inputs. While not really simple to eval

uate in the nonlinear case, it is at least explicitly stated 

as were most of the simple functions of Chapter 3. Another 

is called here the autonomous or initial value response, a 

calculation which requires evaluation of i^, i^ with v^ = 

- 0. This response is really also included in the final 

one called here the inverse forced response which is an 

evaluation of i^, for v]_> v2 inputs. 
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A formal implicit solution for the pair i^, i2 in 

this latter case is 

zllz12 

Z21Z22 

-1 

v. 

zllz12 

Z21Z22 

-1 0 

Z21(") 

z12(') 

This is now expressed as an integral equation problem. (With 

little change in the notation, terminations Z^, Z2 and 
ft t 

sources v^, v2 at the ports such that v]_ = v]_ " an<̂  v2 = 

r 

v2 ~ ^2^2 can aĉ ec*- Then z-^ = z^ + Z-^, and z^^ = z 2 2 
T 

'11 
f 

'11 

t 

'22 22 

+ Z2 replace z^^ and z22 while v^, v2 are the new sources.) 

The above equation can be rewritten as 
t 

i yL1(ir) y12cn) 

^l^ y22(,t) 

v1(t-'T ) 

v2(t-t) 
df 

t _ 

0 

yii x̂) yi2 r̂ ̂  

y21 X̂ ̂  y22(X̂  LZ21<'5 0 

iL(t-r) 

i2(t-t) 
dT. 

The manner of solution to be employed here is an iterative 

sequence of approximations to i-^, i2-

For conciseness, the sequence is abbreviated as the 

following: i. = Yv - Y ̂ *i is the equation in concise form. 

i 0  
= Y ^ 

l 1=Yv-Y%*i 0  

i2  ~  ^ 
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i3 = Yv - Y p±2 

in = Yv - Y 

In the autonomous case, v = 0; the sequence is then 

i-^ = YiQ (ip = some initial value) 

i2 = -Y 3f*ix 

i = -Y 3f*l , 
—n u —n-1 

There is really nothing new about an iterative method since 

ancient Greek mathematicians employed it frequently, but the 

following proposed algorithm makes use of a more recent 

innovation known as the FFT (fast Fourier transform - refer 

to Proc. IEEE, October, 1967 issue, for detailed information 

on this revolutionary tool). (Cochran et al., 1967) 

Algorithm 

(1) Evaluate through the use of a linear network 

analysis program the impulse response of linear parameters of 

the network, and use an FFT subroutine/program to approximate 

this response by a discrete Fourier time series, (this 

requires truncating the response at some practical limit 

of time). 

(2) Set up the input voltages also, if needed, by 

Fourier series approximations into similar time series. 

(3) Set up a standard convolution subroutine/program 

convolving two time series. 
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(4) Form the convolution i^ = Yv. 

(5) Set up an approximation for the memoryless non

linear device such that substitution of components of a 

Fourier time series results in another or output Fourier 

time series. 

(6) Form the convolution Y^*i^ 

(7) Add (6) to Yv and store as 

(8) Form the convolution Y^^jL,. 

(9) Add (7) to Yv and store as i.^ 

(10) Continue until little change is noted in suc

ceeding calculations of i^. 

The above approach indicates a promising new technique to 

aid in the solution of nonlinear networks that is not solely 

based on the solution of a first order set of differential 

equations. Indeed, some or all of the individual parameter 

responses could be entirely from experimental data already 

in time series form. 

The main point overall has been to propose this new 

practical application for the FFT in the solution of net

works containing the nonlinear devices. Clearly, it is a 

general approach which can be extended to more complex 

devices simply by modifying that portion of the algorithm 

which approximates, the nonlinear device parameters. 



CHAPTER 5 

EXTENSIONS 

5.1 Introduction 

Until this point all effort has been directed toward 

the ideal nonlinear devices. This is directly in line with 

the general objective and approach of developing theory and 

properties for the nonlinear devices which will include 

and coincide favorably with current trends in definitions 

and theory for linear NIC's, Gyrators, etc. The introduction 

of definitions of devices, intentionally nonlinear in a 

certain restricted memoryless manner, therefore satisfied 

this objective. 

In this chapter, however, a closer connection or 

sharper refinement with respect to the linear devices is 

made. In a sense, this could have been the starting point 

for the preceding work. However, since the whole point of 

view is more or less a constructive theory rather than con

sideration of extra effects, the generalizations and 

extensions are treated last and thus are more pointed in 

certain directions. 

First, a comparison of a general memoryless two-

port operator is made with the special case of the ideal 

devices and their linear counterparts. Then, an extension 

of definition is made to cover a wider class of devices. 
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5.2 Memoryless Two-Port Considerations 

A general memoryless n-port can be represented by 

the nonlinear operational equation 

(5-1) 

In the two-port case, the use of generic two-port termin

ology results in the pair of equations, 

Ut 

and 

Ald ~ Fl<-uli'u2i) 

U2d = F2(uli'u2i} 
(5-2) 

Let these be represented by a Taylor expansion about the 

origin, (u]_j[»u2i = ancl assume differentiability 

as needed. 

Let 

where 

H,d = —dO + ̂ dl + Hd2 + ••+ —dn + (5-3) 

u Idn 

^dn 
u 2dn 

n. § n-1 , 
In,Ouli In,luliu2i 

+ cln,n-luliu2i 

n , n-1 
C— -U-, . + C„ U-, • u„. + , 2n,0 li 2n,1 li 2i 

+ „ iuo-;uo7^ 2n,n-l 2i 2i 

. , + c, u_ . 
J ln,n 2i 

,+ c2n,nu2i 

A concise expression for the expansion is 

u-j^ — '^2i^ ~ F-^(OjO) ® ® '^li '^2i^ 

u2d = F2 ûli,u2i^ = F2 0̂'0̂  + dF2^ °»0 ;uli,u2i) + 

(5-4) 

where 

,n. 

CO 

d " F L ( 0 , 0 ; U l l , u 2 i )  = X  ° v  1  r ^ ' n - r  
r=0 ûli û2i 

n! Cn = 
rI(n-r)! 
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The constants c n̂ Q, etc., are evaluated as follows: 

Fl ûli,u2i^ used ̂ or illustration. 

c10,0 = Fi 0̂'°) 

c =^-
cn,o dnn 

cll,l="^7 

II 2 2̂pi 
°o ^ 2 : 

3u2i . 
C12,1 21 

a2*! 

3uli3u2i 

2 2̂pi 
°o ^ 2 : 

3u2i . 
G2 
2 z \  

C12,2 ~ 2! 
^»2i 

c3 0 0? 
~ 31 

d 4 ± ' 

C13,1 

o 

31 
3"li3u2i 

3 Fi 
13,2 " 31 

"1 

3̂ li'3u2i 

3^1 
C13,3 ~ 31 

3-li 3-li 

_ c o  s 4 p i  c *  
14,0 ~ 4i ̂  ; Cl4'1=2rr"R ;̂ etC" 

(etc.,) 
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A few terms of are as follows: 

u 
Id 

u 2d 

C11,0C11,1 

C21,0C21,1 

u li 

u 21 

C12,0C12,2 

C22,0C22,2 

U ?i  

u 2i 

C12,1° 

Oc 22,1 

UliU2i 

UliU2i 

C13,0C13,3 
3 

Uli 

+ 

C13,1° uliu2i 

+ 

°13,2° uliu2i 

C23,0C23,3 
_ mm 

u2i 0c23,l uliu2i °c23,2_ uliu2i 

Make an arbitrary grouping such that u^ appears as follows: 

f  

u Ald 

u 2d 

c110 Clll 

c210 c211 

°130uli °133u2i 

C230uli c233u2i 

c120uli + C122u2i 

°220uli + °222u2i 

c13luliu2i 0 

0 C231Uli 

c121u2i 0 

0 °221uli 

cl32u2i 0 

0 c232uliu2i 

u li 

u 2i 

With this grouping the deviations of the parameters of a 

particular nonlinear memoryless two-port that admits a Taylor 

expansion from those of an ideal n-AD or n-BC can be identi

fied and calculated. 
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Take a particular case with only first and third 

order terms for simplicity of illustration. 

u Id 

u 2d 

c110 clll 

c210 c211 
J 

'131 0 

'231 

u li 

u 2i 

'132 0 

'232 

u 2i 

uliu2i 

c130 C133 

_c230 c233 

u li 

u 2i 

u li 

u 2i y 

The coefficient matrix for u^ is then 

C110 + C131uliu2i + C132u2i + C130Uli 5 clll + C133U2i 

c210 + C230Uli ' C211 + c23lUli + c232uliu2i + c233u2i 

In this matrix c 111' c210' an̂  °211 are identical to 

parameters k-^, ^21' an<̂  ̂ 22 §eneric linear two-

port- Since this parameter for a non-ideal AD device can 

be compensated by adding external elements in order to pro

duce an equivalent ideal NIC, the above matrix shows why 

this compensation may not be effective. For example, even 

if parameter c- q̂ can be reduced to zero in a compensated 

device, the remaining c^Sl' c132' C130' etc*' constants 

cause imperfect NIC operation as signal levels increase. 

Furthermore, nonlinear compensation, if possible at all in 

this general case of a very complex nature which involves 

products, is very difficult to apply. 
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A partial solution is to make the effect of the 

output resistance of the device dependent only on the output 

variable. For example, in h-notation, 

V1 = ̂ 11^1^ + h12 v̂2 ;̂ not hl^l»v2^ 

i2 = h21<1l) + h22(v2); not VH'V 

This is possible through the use of amplifying components 

whose output resistance (conductance) is not a very strong 

function of the current (voltage) level, and whose transfer 

function does not depend on an output level. 

Further analysis at this point would necessitate 

going into ways for nonlinear compensation of non-ideal 

nonlinear devices, and this is outside the intended limited 

scope of analysis for this work. The main purpose of this 

section is to show the similarities and difference between 

small signal "linear" devices and the nonlinear ones. 

Clearly, the distinction is found in corresponding terms of 

the Taylor series expansion. With increasing signal level 

for small-signal devices, off-diagonal terms may then dom

inate even though the device is ideal at lower signal levels. 

If for relative signal levels the off-diagonal terms are 

comparable in both types of devices, then the "linear" one 

is similar to the nonlinear one. Similar such arguments 

may be carried over into the generalized nonlinear two-

port of the next section, but the problem becomes more 

intricate when memory is allowed in the device. 
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5.3 Generalized Nonlinear Two-Fort 

In this section the nonlinear operator concept is 

extended to a nonlinear two-port not necessarily memoryless. 

The specific form of the operator is that of the Volterra 

series, but the representation is modified to account for 

the two-port as follows. 

In the general case, u^ depends in some complex 

manner on i.e., frequency as well as amplitude dependency. 

However, the class of networks is restricted to devices whose 

output depends to an arbitrarily small amount on the remote 

past time. 

Let Vl = v10+vll+v20+v21+v22+v30+v31+v32+v33+' " ' ' 

= ̂  110*^1 + ̂  Hi''v2 + ^ arranged as follows) 

= # 110**1 + ̂ lll*v2 

+  ̂ / 1 2 0 X l l  +  +  W  1 2 2 * V 2  

+ ̂ 130 X̂1 + % 131V12V2 + /̂132*11V2 + ̂ 133* V2 

+ etc 

•All of these operations have specific meaning; for example, 

oo 

^131*X1V2 ~fff^ 131^ tl' T2' "Z"3):Ll('t" ̂ l 1̂!^" 'Z2)v2 t̂" 

d 2r Ld t  2d "ZT 3 

Similarly i^ = ^2^ """l' v2^ can Presente<̂ * 
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This form has a formidable appearance, and rightly 

so since it characterizes a very broad class of devices. It 

is presented here to only show what can be done if practical 

ways of evaluating the kernels are available. A junction 

transistor is one type of highly nonlinear device that might 

be characterized over limited regions by this general two-

port operator. This approach, therefore, has a direct 

parallel to the employment of h-parameters which are measured 

for a two-port without much regard for what is inside. The 

important thing to remember is that when second-order effects 

are being considered, this could be the only practical way 

to account for them. 

The main point which should be gained from this 

brief presentation of a generalized two-port is that there 

are simply almost no methods of representing explicitly the 

underlying operation. From the initial success of Schetzen 

(1965a) in the measurement of the kernels of a nonlinear 

operator, it could be inferred that measurement apparatus 

can be designed to construct experimentally the required 

operators. However, this would still require knowing quite 

a lot about the underlying phyfical device. Therefore, the 

general approach is not likely to be very successful unless 

combined with many other approaches, such as the describ

ing function, for example. 
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5.4 Extended Class of Devices 

The extension or generalization of the devices that 

is presented now is of a special type which is restricted to 

cascades of memoryless nonlinear and linear time-invariant 

operators. Rather than repeat all of the definitions of 

Chapter 3 again here for this extended class, the operator 

notation allows a symbolic replacement. For example, 

instead of a representation of an AD device as 

v 1 0 h 1 2 <-> 

h21(0 0 V, 

It is now represented as 

vn Y 
12 

X2L 0  

where ^21 are restr̂ c't::ed to the special forms of 12: 

operators 

^12 " h121(p)h121<-h122(p') 

21 = h221(-p')h121(h222(:p:)*;) 

This extension is a limited type when compared to what could 

legitimately be inferred from the general functional opera

tor presented in the last section. However, in view of the 

current state-of-the-art difficulty in physically realizing 

suitable wide-band NIC, GYRATOR, etc., devices, this limited 

extended class should provide enough motivation for future 

work for awhile. 
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Special Gases. The extended definition permits 

several interesting circuit possibilities not previously 

encountered. Here a few special cases are examined in detail 

for particular linear fCp) operators in the above class. A 

few of the possibilities allowed in the generic operational 

form uld = k121k12(k122uu> are 

uld = a:LCp)kk12<a2(p)k) 

* th. -k p - operators 

-k (p + p^) - operators 

^k^^Cp^ + ^/'i^n^ + ̂  n^ ~ °Perators 

Since combinations of above naturally amount to a general 

rational fraction approximation, these special cases 

obviously include sufficient generality for a wide variety 

of frequency and transient response characteristics. Since 

generalized synthesis techniques are not the main concern of 

this work, no attempt is made here to define what is con

sidered "optimum" or desirable in such a response. 

However, from among these cases the following 

til limiting ones are especially interesting. In the k p -

operators with k = -1, a singular group with general integral 

and derivative properties are obtained. The h representation 

is used for illustration, and for completeness the "general

ized constant" (n-IC) type of Chapter 3 is included. 
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Generalized integral (nl-AD) : 

V1 = p h12<V <0r 

and L2 = ? "zi'h' (orh21Ci-)) 

Generalized derivative (riD-AD): 

V1 = ph12("v2^ (-or h12 p̂"^ 

i2 = P^i^i^ ôr h21 P̂'^ 

Generalized constant (n-IC): 

VX = 

i2 = 

The integral derivative type of devices thus 

presented, include ordinary imraittance converters with 

p-^" operators. A similar set can be constructed for n-BC 

devices, but by analogy to capacitance and inductive linear 

gyrator parameters, the terminology is changed to C, L, or R. 

Generalized G-type (nC-BC): 

V1 = i z12(i2) (or z12(f» 

v2 = - z2lW <or z2]/p°" 

Generalized L-type (nL-BC): 

V1 = P zX2Ci2) <or Z12(pl2):> 

v
2 = P z21('i2^ ("or Z21 p̂il^ 

Included now with the above is a Generalized R-type of 

Chapter 3 (n-GYR) : v^ = '  v 2  =  z21 îl^" 
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Because of its importance in the linear case and also 

because of its corresponding simplicity of functional expres

sion in the nonlinear case, the driving-point characteristics 

have been given in Chapter 3 for the memoryless devices. 

Again, here with the limiting cases, other properties obtain 

for terminations at port two. Since it is possible to also 

give an explicit relationship for the driving-point operation 

even with nonlinear single-element terminations, the follow

ing cases are examples using some of the limiting-case 

non-memoryless n-AD devices with such terminations. 

Resistance - Conductance: v2 = £^(-i2), (i2 = 

DP- J : 

DP-'jJ' : 

= h 2̂( (R. (-^21^ ̂1^ ̂ (resistive) 

vl_ = P^.(h21^1^ (h-i2=p; inductive) 

il = ^ "§21^ v]_^ ̂ (conductive) 

= P& (""§21^1^ ^S]_2=P; capacitive) 

Capacitance: v2 = sS 2^~%2* 

V1 = h12*V2 = PV2 

*2 = ̂ l*1! = ^21^1^ 

DP-^: 

V1 = P̂ 2^pi2^ = P ̂ 2^21^1^ (inductive) 

2^21^1^ (hi2=l; resistive) 

Inductance: i2 
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X1 = S12*X2 = pl2 

V2 = g21*Vl = pS21Cvl) 

DP- ̂  : 

iL = P^2 v̂2^ = p̂ 2 ĝ21 v̂l^ (capacitive) 

=  Y ] 2 ^ 2 l ^ v l ^  ^ g 1 2 = 1 ;  c o n d u c t i v e )  

Although these are limiting cases, they show that when 

ideal integrators, differentiators, and memoryless operators 

are approximated, then in this operational sense resistive 

characteristics can be modified so as to appear inductive, 

capacitive characteristics can appear inductive, etc. Not 

only can this occur, but perhaps more importantly, the 

characteristics can be modified through the process of func

tional composition, whereby, for example, ̂ ^^(h^Ci) ) = 

a new characteristic. 

It should be rather clear by now from the preceding 

analysis and that of Chapter 2 that a great deal of extra 

freedom is present when only the driving-point characteristic 

is of interest. Operators within the two-port will combine 

and modify those of the termination at the port. This modi

fication will be an advantage if done intentionally, and a 

disadvantage when certain of the operators present are due 

to unwanted imperfections in the ideal nonlinear device. 

However, a two-port device can be used for more than simply 

driving-point functions. A whole new field of active non

linear network synthesis appears as a distinct possibility. 
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In completion of this section, the preceding 

development is presented in whole as extended definitions 

of the generalized n-AD device 

vl~ > °" V2 

xl_ o JQ* _12_ 

and for the generalized n-BC or Gyrator-type of device 

Vl" "0 -g* V2 

il_ 0 "X2 

where •t'G' 1$ •> are cascade operators of the type 

a^(p)f (a£(p) *) . In Figure 24, an organizational chart of 

classes of BC types of devices is constructed with repre

sentation illustrated for the y-matrix operator. With the 

product of constants Yi2^21 = -(con<3uctance)G » the 

Tellegan gyrator (Huelsman 1963, p. 141) results. Simi

larly, admittance and reactance gyrators are obtained in the 

non-memoryless linear case 

2 For example, "The Reactive Gyrator, a New Concept 
and Its Application to Active Network Synthesis," by W. G. 
Howard, Jr., and S. K. Mitra, IEEE Int'l. Gonv. Record, 
vol. 14, Part 7, pp. 312-326, March, 1966, is a paper that 
deals with such a case. 
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Fig. 24. Organization Chart - BC Devices 
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The presentation of the extended class of devices 

is meant to be the most significant contribution of this 

chapter. It is intended as a complement to the memoryless 

class and serves at least two purposes: (1) Whereas the 

memoryless feature is analogous to the memoryless feature 

of the ordinary "constant" parameter class, this extended 

class provides the generality to include now secondary 

effects of frequency roll-off or peaking in the memoryless 

nonlinear devices or similar secondary effects including 

nonlinearities for otherwise constant parameter devices. 

(2) The non-memoryless devices can also be considered for 

their own virtues, with intentional nonlinearities combined 

in a cascade manner with specific frequency dependent oper

ators, as shown in this section. 

Purposes (1) and (2) above, combined with an efficient 

method of calculating nonlinear response, such as that pro

posed in Chapter 4, offer a unified fundamental basis for 

future study and development of both linear and nonlinear 

filters or other systems which employ the devices as elements. 

More is said about future work in the next chapter which also 

establishes conclusions concerning the overall work. 



CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

6.1 Conclusions 

The main conclusion afforded by this thesis is 

elementary once it is recognized that the significant con

tribution is in the introduction of the special set of 

two-port devices in the first place, and in the resulting 

dual role of the basic analysis in the second place: 

Exploit to the fullest advantage almost any well-known or 

controlled nonlinearity that can be incorporated into the 

design of one of the proposed nonlinear devices, and rely 

on the increasing availability of a resource of computer 

analysis programs to supply you with a response calculation 

that would otherwise be impractical to obtain. This con

clusion is really just a guideline for future work, but is 

indicative also of the present state-of-the-art work trends 

in electronic circuit and systems design in solving complex 

nonlinear problems. Specific technical contributions are 

listed next. 

In a problem of such an exploratory one as that of 

this thesis, where it was not deemed appropriate to dwell 

on isolated or specialized aspects of nonlinear network 
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analysis at great length, a broader range of topics was 

treated in a less intricate manner. The accomplishments of 

the objectives of this research can thus be segmented roughly 

as follows: 

(1) The literature on characterization and analysis 

of nonlinear networks was reviewed selectively to show 

trends. Although in this day and age it is almost impossible 

to exhaustively scan the literature, no evidence of prior 

work on the set of nonlinear devices introduced in this work 

was found and the introduction was therefore believed to 

be original. 

(2) A set of definitions was given to the nonlinear 

memoryless devices, and this set was later extended to 

account for a certain amount of frequency dependence through 

the use of nonlinear matrix operators. 

(3) Elementary driving-point functions were formu

lated, and ideal properties, such as simulation of nonlinear 

R, L, and C elements, were demonstrated for some of 

the devices. 

(4) Absolute stability criteria which would fit the 

problem of the memoryless devices with added linear para

meters were ascertained and given new network interpretations 

which should aid their application in future work. 
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(5) A new approach to calculation of response through 

the aid of the fast Fourier transform was proposed. It is 

believed that this approach might alleviate some of the 

practical problems associated with network calculations which 

require excessive computer time, particularly in oscillatory 

type of responses. 

Another general conclusion which can be drawn from 

all of the work collectively, is the fact that the work 

itself can furnish a dual purpose: It could be applied 

either to form a unified basis for a general theory of com

mon linear active two-port devices that takes into account 

certain nonlinear and frequency effects in transfer para

meters, or to provide a similar basis in theory for the 

special class of intentionally nonlinear devices which 

were introduced. 

6.2 Future Work 

The nature of nonlinear devices is such that almost 

every section of this thesis could now be expanded into a 

comprehensive study in itself. Several areas are immediately 

obvious, since any attempt to develop an extensive theory 

for nonlinear devices immediately brings one to the state-

of-the-art in nonlinear analysis. More work definitely 

needs to be done to provide efficient digital computer solu

tions to nonlinear operator problems. This is a complex 
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problem, and it anticipated that algorithms, such as the 

fast Fourier transform,- will aid tremendously in the solu

tion of that type of problem. It would not be unreasonable 

now to devote an entire investigation to a simple specific 

device with one or two particular nonlinearities and a few 

simple network terminations, complete with physical reali

zation and autonomous and forced response. Other areas of 

investigation could involve problems of combination of one 

or more devices, effects of complex nonlinear terminations, 

properties of oscillation or instability, and studies of 

filters for synthesis purposes. Practical problems of phys

ical realization always offer unending and interesting 

areas of future work. 

As a final comment, important since it also bears 

directly on recommendations for future research, the recently 

published work of Chua (1968) is cited. He has introduced 

new two-port network devices, some of which are called 

"mutators" and which transform characteristics of one type 

of circuit element into those of another (L-R, C-R, L-C). 

Included also are circuit realizations and experimental 

results. He has pointed out, however, that much work needs 

to be done before the devices are truly practical. 
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